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(2) 1 1-14 6 18 2

^rfiKLT l oo-^figa^^^fiK-r^2 BfltT*-2 4:£

m i B&-r-2©s-r5B«M?ij§s:Kig-r5ifs i mmm
i&Wm.^®.t , tOEA2j#aic* 0 A^J£ tifctttEW 2

H«7*-*o*-r*B»»Jfi*B«»'*JB 2 B^Siiis
«#St, «ME»iiiHWIJ6B«¥giKJ:0B««nfc
Bttft& 4: fufBKt 2 Bf£«iti2IS^a&c* t)BBS tifc

B^«jI 4:*«—SLTV^**»5*» *W3£#S

-*fe£tfMIBJfi2B®ff-*©'>ft< tt,-Sfc«U
xmmm&tf-siTzz 3 Kssu^sfrft^bwirb
^&#a 4: , B^«5t#-&Lfc» 1 BI&t1-* *5 J:

ig 2mm?-z *-&j£-r%^js^a**u w&is&wl

*ft*«*KH\ IMEB««l&£i^afc£S£&*Qai
fcfrftfcftVNiufBM 1 W&t—Z ttufHM 2Iif-

*

4: 5 C *ttflt tr5BBftUSSB.

iutBSSI 1 BBt*-# S fc»mBIB 2B&v1-*©^fn
**afcrs»W7,-*i:*Aa-rs;uj#aiu ka

o A^snfcitufEm i bbt*—*©«t«b

mic* o a*j?nfciWBm2i»f-?©srsisi
JfifcBBf£ IS 2 BftfltiSKM^S 4: > milBlfS l w*m
sew^ac* 9mmznrcmmmm t.mam 2mmm
Ttmm^mc* 0 121*2nfeBmfts t ltv»*

StdSUTMie® 1 B«f?-**5<fctj:fufBgS 2H^x-
#©'>ft< fcfe—*C»LTH««IJfi*i«—SW**3C

L fe£ 1 B®7s-* *5 <fcxm 2B^x-* JfctWBHWT*

-*K:g-3»/->T-&j«-r*-&j«#a*WU Kl=r^a
WSEWS^ac <k 0BMf£«<-&LT v "»* fcWW

«n*«*icu\ «teB»M5iXit^aK£££ii*Q3a

[M&a 3 ] Mis^^aic* 0 nrcs&mm

wtm?% xl mtrzm&m 1 2 eeK©
B^S^Bo
[»#*4] ffNE£2BIMt&X&¥aU:« MfB'&fiic

B«*m*-r*a*x-'^>fxoB«wi3ftic'&*>*Ti(iiB

^j«B«K»bTB«ii3toaE««ya*iiiir c t*w«
3 lcett©Bft*B£8tB.

[s«^3S 5 3 goes 1 BfMftiBBN^a&£xsmmm
2 BMKfiBN^a-PBttt-SBWRifiailMtdrPft

© r-fe 0 , WI3-&fi£#a«MEWSESK. «fc t) <ff

* fciaiBiB 2B»7*-*fc»bTiaiEWW»i3ftK»#a

kl(iE»l2B«7i-*i:*^«r*ci:*»«ki:-i-»»
«ai*fttt2 tclSKOBfeftLlISIl.

cw*« 6 ] tutm, 1 B««JtKii#afei tfttrtB^

2 Btt*3fiRM¥&-PRK-rSB«*!£tt6£N7*&
0, ffleBWRifi9Ei(^a»6a!BXitflUB«fT4:9t>

10 —»LT^*4:WWrSn*»&tett, IWSflllBtttT*—

* tmmm 2b^-t-* tc*fltmtBB^«it^si^a

i:WIBm 2 B^-r-* t fr&j«r« c i:««mrtr*W
*a 1 *^tt 2 tciB«oB«5aa^«o
m&m 7 ] huib^ 1 wmffim.mm^®&sazfmzm
2B««^BN#aT^r «BflMRjfittinmk-?«

0, «neBmieett¥aH:iinsft«ua«fT4:9t>o

3RbT^*i:WBfSn*»&K:«," WfB^lB^v5-^
20 i:Huffi^2B^Tf-^lc5tfLTMfBB^!«ji^^a^

em 2 mmr-$ t set tr -5n*^

[M«9I8] WfBA^^aii. »E*7*-*4:i:fe»c
maztxfc^ y ?mm*xti u» tuiam 1 BiMiBBN

* tfbuibm 2bWKSfiBtt^aa, MifBA^#a
* k> xti^nfcMiB^ ifmsac a t>Mism 1 mmf

-^©B^«jgfc ct tfHWBJIS2Iif-^ cDB^«ifi?r

M^-r-5di:^^[4:-rsW^l Sfc:t± 2 tcfB^O®

tufB^ 1 B^x-^*/c»ButB^2®^T;-^£DV^-rn
fr*»?r*W?f-*fc*A2j-*-*A*»#«4:, MA
^3#atC <t t) A^3^ tl/fc BUffiS 1 m^trf—Z , HUIB^ 2

B^v1-^, fc*tftfle3Wi7,-*©lW«**BS*r*
»»SSl¥Si:, KrtBftlBft^-^OIWftftfclWB

S 2B^x-^©P«S 4:MIBS^f"-*

40 tufB^2B®Tf-^©,>^< 4:fe lolc^UT^
«*«<-arr* «fc 5 1w«tfflEtwa«*ffft 5 (ffit!*^

»*a 4: , fi?mm. l/ts 1 mm?-*« <k r«B 2

®-&fiK^ati, IttBWJe^afciOUBWRx-
ttjfB^lB^v1-^, MIB^2B^yI—^©SS^S

^ae**»»tfa»«ia*ffftt>4t-»«ew 1 b^t1

-^ 43 J:cmeHS 2 B«7*-*^WIBS^-r-^
v»T-&*-r* c i:*Wft i:T*B&SaSgfio

50 [^^©PfflftlKH^]
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[0 0 0 1]

[0002]
[t&fco&ffi] 3S*» 4afeHII»*ffl r f is 5 'J ii

flfcftl*., 'gRiBto&'L h!7-**flH^

T51»g§t>:7x 2->5'J©B*\ /<— y-^rt/aVkTa.-

iw, mar, nwnswJE-njemiftsiwiWBEBia

[0 0 0 3] c ©J; 5 ^SiiiTOT-ilSf-^^^

->B&i:bT&3 0 fLt i&©7V—>a«c«b

£><, c<9J;5KIIffiH®£ift©7l^>®&i:bTi&
o fct§-£\ **va:^*0*tV'»
•sit 1 BBOBttOB*?*—*J£ttT?*jR*n*©T?*

5 <fc -5 4«StOlttoai7f->*> 5>«fiE£tlTV^SI

&B&i-7;-**ffillib«}:5i:bfc*g\ 1 ft©:7V—

>

M«te#LTHUffi»fflH*Mrt-©T, Jfiffl-r^ffiftl^

siaotassess& v •>a^uss©v^-rn^oflEsi*

[0004] as«r*7*-*«*i!ij»r*ft«>,

©«fc 5 fcB*£f*KttbTn]Cnttlftifi£&&

»*«-»K:*ftrntf» B«£f***^«w«-W3&«*

[0 0 0 5] cneOH*6«jS^»«^lfc«fcoT
aa»*n*B«ii3Stt3ai««T?8fee*nTi/'»*o ±*£©

5M«©HJfc*it©**^#»&*^*,*So a?®*

[0 0 0 6]

[0 0 0 7]

iraArm l mm^~z s /-cam 2mm?-$ ©i^-r*i
frttmm-r #© 3 -did?1-* icfrmLtmm

o&si^a3o<OTf-#a. t-n^ncitteicjSDTg

«ii^lftjDa*fifibTfe< CtWP*«o
20 *©B«»jfi**rr*B«7*-$»*SW'ttt*T, #7*-

T, B«-r—*0-r-*«*»^***i:i:t)te?BfBR

*ea£r5 c i: fc* -pTlBaaeaMtWr* C i: **T-

[0 0 0 8] ttT*« ArtSttSB*?8-****:*-*
^x-^OB^iSti, C©B«f*—**±i«Lfelllfc:

&J££nT*5?K #^-2©#tt^ma*A;fogM<D#
ttSMHcj^T, tti/Phwarsatetf^u*. toft

fcB®x-* 5#t*-*<DBt£«jgtfH©* 3

ft«^-T?feiE1ltK:-&ja!B7cbTm*-e*a:»titfft6!a:

mmy"- ^^-X^riflc_h^<D «fc 3 ic^fSi^nft^T

B«7*—**#HR"r*«^fcmiWe**. *6Ktt, ±
^«D* 3 tg^Wtam^-r-'^-fXOHfRSiilc—a*
t±*itnaiSHH<om*B®aMi6*v^
[0009] liitf-^tl2iif

40 -#©2o, fesv^a^i®«'r-^*/'ca^2B®7?

-^W-rtifr&mRT%WR?—f fc 3Ofc^
ai$n/-c§x-^*A^b, ^^-^©B^ISjg^-Sc

txfcH®f- *O^tt2 n/i^v"-^ 2£<0 <}; 9^B®
M&%mL-Z^Tt>, iEb<^«bT3BBKOHl*B»

^^-^(Dfe^p^^epsst, MflttftHOBflMKiiytn
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[0 0 10]

&KDmM<DBm**?7avi?mT3b2>o H4\ Hi
AftSfl, 2 UM! 1 BfltmfMOeKffi, 3«JB2B»«M»
ahm. 4«#«p» 5 ttiw«*-sepjsEaj, 6 as?

#SS&3#?gB, 7 &S 1 8 (iS 2 10

wmmmxxmHk 9 i o imtimmmmA

ti, mB«7*—^fcB^BftT*—*K#BSftfcB«

ft ifB&cD**l$ft/l1£© C t*m?B C CDS 1 <DHS£

20

[0 0 1 1] AfcSSltt, *tt»5AA*n«Itf-

mztirzwmT—sttfxtifsftZv
[o o 1 2 3 s i mwm»saam 2 an h^x-
*o«f«fi*K*-r*. m2mmmmmmm^3it. s
2wm7:-5«Dmm&*:mm-r2> 0 a^2 30

[0013] sp^-aw^gc 5 «, si mmmmmm
S&gp 2 , SB 2 BftffftKRKB 3 tfRNLTzM 1 H®^
-*<omm&tmz * j±®lt

1 Bfitf*«A£&» 7 £S 2 BffUgflkd3E8tffi 8 Icft^

fiUMMKilff 7 tt, SI ®#7=-* tS 2B^x- * 40

Kt&lBfcT^fcttLTHWRSgafcfrfcSo S2B

CS 2 H^v"-# 1C*JLTDWMHMM&fr* 5 o

[0 0 14] GiSMSttis raC«P»**J#-b2O07*-
tUABfltwiausaaftdB i o

B«r-*©IMft**iH*7*>WX 1 l©fl¥^atc-£*>

^TS 0 MttWftx^xtLTli, 7V>9*7t<fX so

TWftiftf&So coiwmAf/Wx i n:io
TB««ffi*-r*«^0«J**i5Rbfe*«, «j£«OBft
*fVX*ft£©K«gWc«#Lfi!3,
^SBfllHai^UTffllOatBfcjaS-aTfe^Vo £©*§

[0 0 15]H2tt, 43SI93©B**!tia£B©& 1 Oft
flio^flttc fev a#*n* t1-*<Dm#m<omm
^•£?35*o 09AffBI2 (A) IC^Lfc.fc^lcX* TAB
cdej t mm$& (se&imhtetoii)

B«©»&, 12 (B) tC^f«fc-5lc5:^ [ABCD
EJ ©#fr5ft£:£^-r-*£:, @2 (C)" {CgVf£3

x-^CtffK^ftfcH*, 09X.tfB2 (B) fcasTX*

J8V»TA*f*-*fc»Il«ftfcB*, flf9*tfH 2 (C)

^-r^W-r—^IC^^TJS:^ PABCDEJ ©g&SJ-JC

[0 0 16] S^-^t^ffi^-^S, ^tl^ftgft
StfttfcW LTfctK ^ft^ftlc*tLT^LfcH^«iI
tiJtft3„ MAtfjgfMEti* ^r-*TfttlSV'»«p«M[
tf^jfcSftStf, ^ftif^fi^fttSif^SA^*?
ftft^»&t>**. ^-ft^ftfcBLfcilMMBS*

BEHS#tt*Bffl LTiffif-* tig Lfc»«iSlcg»!-r

M^fcfc^ftllifBjxfcft^o C0i5fci»4»il/

?rlRl±L, SfcfeSOHM^fk^-Br-rtcgjSSSv^i

[0 0 17] 448, ±iEcDfiRjT*ti3i:*a5»i:i^ffia5^<0

*ft*t©T^ift<, ^J^.tfi^ffig|5«-«r^&{c¥*g|5^

ft if , (Dftmafcwtamfr'Hi&vb *.
s i mm-T-z, J82B*?*—^^Ho^^aw

ftVo

[0 0 18] COJ:5»ciWISftfeB«7f-***«-r
*/£46tc{i, HHif-?i:I2itf-^iDi*S
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tt&p^nr v^S *\ >y ?&<Dm%ifr zws c t £> T*# S 0

[0 0 19] 0 3f±. MB7*-^y KD-0tf©SiW0
T'&So /Uj^nSB^v*-*^ fiRI^-tfS 3 (c^-T«t

5fc^-y^&£*ttibRLfcm£©ffl®:7*-v-y bOfg

mtl^r, m7il£m3 (A) fc^fJ; 3 'N-y^SB^

ttiPU ^•y^c^Tffi^£ftfc:#7;-*£BE«-r

-*©ffl&#§&fCgfKrS1f*8£lfALTfc< C fcj^T*

So

[0 0 2 0] 03 (B) tC^Lfc®^?*—V-y bT*

WiOU £&K£#©^>y^£tttPLf;:-7*-v>y h

©MHiiBKIJM-******ALT13 < C fc#T*#S 0

[0 0 2 1] 03 (C) iC^L/cB^?*—V>y Mi,

ffiss?nfc«-r— * *n^n^N -y ^gp^ttipl fty *
-V<y ST-^-So S^-^lCtti&PSnfc'N
>y ^fSPlc*n^nS-r-^©ia««iSl!:ii-r sit

[0 0 2 2] ia3(C^-r<fe'5^:iB^7*—T-y

^•x-^tfAa* i icA^nsiti^ Sfi 1 B®ft?

-ZcD^-y?^ fcfc^tt, 3HB&-rr-**5«fctf|g2

mwf—z (c^^f*^^^T^^ ^5'N>y ^"s fta^ >y ^gp*#
sa-rntf, m 1 B®f"- ** .t tfgs 2b®^- *©b®

wc c (DMT-tezn?tKommm^mmts c t

s 0

[0023] $fc, sg i m®mmm.mm&2 iszzfm 2

[00 2 4] 0 4 ti. ^^©B^ttS^B©!!! 1 <DM

5„ tf S 1 0 1 C*V^T, AftSB 1 lu^ 1 M&'r—Z
i^S^-r-^tfAftStxSo S 1 0 2fc43V^T, ffl

tiztim n®f-^, mzmmy1-*v>mm&*mm
tZo mmm<ommit. wmT-zicwtr&mmwa

r*iiWB*amr*. ^mcMt-siffga^ftLfc^

[0 0 2 5] H«#m&i£*XT^Sl§-&, S 1 0 3 Kfc

**n#g-rse
[0 0 2 6] SI 0 4tC*5V^T. WttftHftWJgtt 5

ii, &lBflUKBKRMffi2, Sg2Bg&8?«iKKl$gP3

LP^a**-aLfc«^, S 1 0 5^6 S 1 0 6^.m
m&mgtmiRi&6asiii®f-$*j:xm 2m

«x-* tc*fLTP^a^^b^: l^<fc ? IcR^rSo
[0027] »tatf-ab*t^ S 1 0 5frP> S

10 107 -Nit*, «MH££*raffi 6 14, jg 1 mm?-*

So fLTSl 0 8l£*5^T, MSlB®8?«S^#lgB7
£m 2mmmmm^m 8 m 1 b«#?««
em* 2 , m 2wmmmm.mm& 3 r-igisl

5o HO^ WJxtf^ l iH<^-r—£ i:^S 2 15^7^—3* <D

m 1 mmmm&^m^ i nmzwmmm&^tm 8 <dv^

<D^i:LT, M^.tf^iiii»x-^i:^2iif^71-^

[0 0 2 8] £ 1 wmm9BEsmm7. m2mm.mmm.

tfe»ns„ -Ifn**— ;l/ Ktttt, til^iii^P«:^-©lSBU
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[0 0 2 9] fl?&fitf-&Lfce>, S 1 0 9(C*3V^T^

$35 9 Itm 1 H«fr-* *5«fcxm 2 H«-r-* S-£rf£L

BJROtttf 0 T-fc£ k fflSffcT*— *©BJIMt*;lin*

*OBJR«*Jt«U -#©*#6i;W£DBigT*;&&i§

[00 30] t>USlB«7*—*t»L<f«62B

-^-r>P*3l<CtT?&«**«>, ^Ofeffl^B^C*

[0 0 3 1] ^j£LfcB#-r-*«rtB;*J7J^'fX 1 1 tc

tB;fc-r*«*lc«\ S 1 1 Ofcfev^Tm^B^P^fi^
SlgBl 0«^$LfcB&Tf-*£:m;>3Tf^'rX 1 1 \cm

fcB^-^pfPStftefr^wx i i ma^bfct

a^wxi utmrnf—sncm^rmm^m^.

[0032] co^^tcur, A^nfcSi i mmf—

aoT^*tf?f±i!Hi«««*«fffttotiafc«>,

[00 3 3] H5tt, 4:%«OHfltffl9SllOffi

2

M<Dm!&%7ik-t7viy ?®T*&&o H*, Hi £IB]*ai©

«»KH:BIW«*«LTKW*l!fWrao 2 1BS1
B^fe^H^IS95, 2 2tt£2Bft&2IBISM8k 2 3

ttfe^M-scpMa^ 2 4 afi^mxjAHRffi, 2 5 t*

sb 1 B*&&n 2 6 hjb 2 B#&^ras^gp>
2 7tttUftBfifcffilllBEiftircft«. £<Dfg2<DHS&<D

»!*T?H:, iB«WIJStLTfeffllBIO**a5t04:'r

[0 0 3 4] % 1 Bflk&gmBNtf 2 1 * 1 H<t^
-^OfiffilB*B«-r*o J62B«e22M»K»2 2

a. ^2B^rf-^©fe^H«rg^-rSo Rlift^
nBNffi2 K SB2B®feSHKlig|5 2 2<Dfe£W©l!

10

ffiUB-ftWffiap 2 3ti, SB 1 B^fe^HE^gP 2 K SB

2att^neKffi2 2*«R»Lfefe$ni]*Jt«LT\

35 2 4 feffilB—SWSW2 3*«6ffilBl3yBI—T»*

{ft&£M£iMP 2 6 vmm*** >? mi mm
10 2 5tt, SB 1 BISix-* tSB 2 B*Si-r-*

©effllB«**ft*»&U:W 1 BWT^fcj&LTfefflin
©«»«Bffi*ff4 5 0 SB2B#fe£RS^&g|5 2 6 H\ SB

1 BW^-^fc^B*^—^©^Htfll****^:
»2B«f*-*»c»UTesiBo«iwaaffi*ff*3o sb

i mme&rsmm®> 2 5 *5£ r?sb 2w*e&m$&m 2

6 tc«fct>TSg 1 B^-r-^f kIB 2B^ff-^cDfe^^
-gt£-&3 0 tUftBflt&3>MS$ff2 7ti, -S-fiSc&OB

«x-*cutter/wx 1 1 ta^f
OlSf-^Ofe^^Httf/^X 1 1 ©fe^ic-a-

20 5 tc^SITS,.

[0035lH6ti. *%990PI«a«10S 2

SSOJgJKfc *5 It Sljf^cD—^J«r^-T7 a- =f- •v- h

.£JB2B«fs-**MJj*ft*o S 1 2 2tcfeV>T, IB

1 Btt&snsBffi 2i, ai2 wm&sansMtt 2 2

*bbt*. fi%m<oeN», maw*?*— **«Bi3

Lfci 5 fc'N y *T»*«ftfia£*ifcB«7*—* 7 *-

[0 0 3 6] B&tfffffiSftTt^Jf-a-, S 1 2 3lc*3

V^T#fig|5 4A^IBlB^-r-^^ IB 2 B«7*-***h

[0 037]S124 tCi3V>T, fe^W—SHW^gP 2 3

t±, ffilB«€&$IHaSKaS2 K SB2Bfl(6^neNffi
2 2««BaiLfefefiB*Jt«U PU^SA^W^t

40 Sot Lfe^H*^— S125^P>S126
'xJi*, fe3Sra^S*?g|5 2 4 tiJBlB«7*-*isJ:tf

IB2B«-r—*fc»LTftSB*««L*^J:5KBte

[0 0 3 8] fe^^— S125MS
1 2 7 -Nil*, &3>nS&»Kffi2 4 IB 1 B^'T-
^!8J:tfSB2B«7f-^oeffilBI*fflft-r**5»!:»S

t5. fLTSl 2 8{C*5Vvr, fg 1 Btt&^HXitff
2 5 t W, 2 Btt&SIIBXitW 2 6 #*-ft«u 9B 1 B^
fe^Hg&BP 2 1, 12 B^fe^^^SP 2 2 T*M^L



(7) ftfflW- 11-14 6 18 2

11

TS^ 09*.Hr7f/WXfctt#L4V\ L* a* b*

fe^Ba&ilt^&LfctK $5V^aa*r/WXl 1©
fe^Hlc^-r^C b&VZZo m^J-r/WX 1 1 ©fe

£f--:/;i'©:fc#3aTO;*:£fc©fcfc5;fc«>* —USC

0V'>TttiSflW)X*tflcW*S
,r*a*fil*, 5*lllB*llc*

[0 0 3 9] *43> Sliif-^, f^BPx—

[0 0 4 0] iijLfcP), S 1 2 9CS3V^T-&

fiKSP 9 t&L 1 m&7-Z *5<fc tflg 2 H®^-* Sr^fiEL
T lOCHP-r-^fcTSo -a-figcD^ati, ±^©311

[0 0 4 1 ] -&f£Lfc®^—££-ffi^7vWX 1 1 IC

ffl*-r*«^Kti, S 1 3 OlcfeV^TtB^B^fe^H^
&SP2 7 a^figLfcB&^-*#ttJ7J7^--rx 1 1 ICjg

tt6£MS&ffi 2 7 •pfe*mioa«*f7at>ft < t t *
V0 ^LTS13 Ucfe^T, m^f/^xi i«bp
t*-*K:»-3^TB«*JBJ*U m^-TSo
[0 0 4 2] C©<fc?lcLT, Xt}~t£t\tcf^ 1 BPf*—

[0043] mat, *fBRammsm&mG>m 3 con

B*ftMBN& 3 2(^2B^P^gP. 3 3IiPg

3 4 (iHfflgaaRflk 3 5BJB1 BP
nmeiitff. 3 6«^2B#PS^s^gi5. 3 7am^B
wenffiKff-p^s. cvoaj3©s«*©»«n?u:, bp

12

[ 0 0 4 4 ] HI rBfMggllSSSSSP 3 1 SI BP"r-
*OBSBH!c*BiW*o m2B^PgPg^Si53 2tt, ffi

2 BP-r-^<0ieMK«BMr«. ffi l BttmHEKflS
3 1 . AS 2 BPPgHSfSSP 3 2 <Dfem$KDWM*&£ L

3 3 8, mi wwnmtmgi 3 1 . m2mm&mmm&
10 3 2#BBL7£l«H»*JtttLT, HW»*«n—

SgP3 3^pgp|!(*^-T-$.Si:W^Lfci:^{c, |g l

wenxitffi 35^12m®mmwm> 3 6 ©«aa^
x*>y rs^*. sis 1 B«ieneiMB3 5 a. mi bp
7,-*fcW2B«79-*©BB»#»tfc*»&K:» 1 m
«7*-*fc»LTBB«©g*«ra*fT45. I2it
KIIS8MIS3 6». Slltf-3<^i2Itf-^0
«B«tf***^te*2BB7*-*fc*fLT»B»©
asMawsfr* v a mi m®mmm.mst> 3 5 « <*: rfts

2

20 S*PBH£*&i:3 6tc<i:oTllI«f-^^2Ii
7
s-dr©BBtt*-»S«*o fcb2lBPPgSi^gSg|3 3 7

», ^«i(i!)iif-?*iii*^wx 1 1 icw^-rs
^]*«©B*7f-*©»Bft*tfia7,/vf* 1

[0 0 4 5] H8tt. #f^©HP#UlgB©lfl3©f!|

5, S-TS 1 4 lKftt^T, A*»llClli»7,->
fc^BBf*—*#A**ft*o S 1 4 2tc^3V^T, fS

1 B«|«MBIRffi 3 1 , » 2 BttPKBBMffi 3 2 ti, *
30 txenifJlBP^-*, IS2Bft7f-^OttVHK«BK

f5„ Pgpa©^f4> mtfB^f-iHyHSC^b
fc J: 3 fc'N v ^3bM^*P^tlftltf-^7*-?7h

[0 0 4 6] B«*<ffffi«nTl/ S 1 4 3(C*3

V^T#figP4*^lB»7?-^s ^2Itf-?^tl
40 ^*i#g-fSo

[0 0 4 7] S 1 4 4lCfcV^T> PSIS—SiW^gP 3 3

it. tft 1 BP^P^SP3 1 . ?J5 2iO<§!fS^i2^a53 2

LPgPSStA^-aLfc^-a-, S14.5i>5S14 6^l
BM£jftSiRffi3 4 as

i

wmr-ziB&xfmzm

[0 0 4 8] Pii!»*<—Stb^V''^-, S H5^S
l 4 7^3S*> KMXSaHRff 3 4 1±, SllSf-?

so 5. fLTS.l 4 8lc*5t^T. S 1 BPfgP^glSB 3 5
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tmzmm^m^m^ 3 6 ara-ftjftu 8 i w&&mm
M3 1, 82Hltt|5g|lSS&fig|5 3 2?RKLfcKlHR*

3. cos, &*>mmkws>i*^7t—ii<owm

[0 0 4 9] fcfe, SlBtf-^, I21tf-?^

fc a, si mmv£m&8i& 3 5 &*urn 2b«bm£&
353 6«, ^-^©feffiKWUTKPStOSSl

[0 0 5 0] BgfSSctf—3£LfcP>, S 1 4 9lc33l^T-a-

figgp 9 ttg 1 m&r-$ *5 J: If8 2®^t*-* ^fiStL
Tiooiif-^frs. -^©^iiM:, ±M<omi

[0051] ^-figbfcia^^-^^m^^wx 1 1 ic

m^-rs^&tti. s 1 5 otftvTa*i»Bas»
353 7 ttMLftI«f-*4US*f/W^ 1

utiemettfls 3 7 -eiWHkoaft^fTsartoa < t t>

^LTS 1 5 1 fc&l^T, Ul^J-r/WX 1 1 &W»

[0 0 5 2] C©<fc?tcLT, A^£*lfc8 1 WWi^—

i6, B«7*-*^J*TS*<:&:*j:i:«:*v\,
[0053] H 9 (i, #fiBJl©B^a!l3^K©8 4 ©H
SS©JBJ8*^ ,r^'n«y i'iffeSo 0i£©fiF*§ti0 1

,

ms, m7 tmm?&*), ««j«H:±is<osBiavLSi
3 (Dmrnvrnmt mmr°&5©t? c c -?«siw*«BS-r

<E>o

[005 4] C©8 4 ©SIJtO»tBT»««, BttWjfi

1 lcAftSnfc8 1 mterf—ZtitW. 1 B«!#«fiBg8SB

3 l, *5<J:tf#geP4H:i8snSo Sfc, S2Btf-
*Ci82H{gfl?lt!£Mg!&g|5 3, 82B«fe£ltS8g§S35 2
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2, £2ffiflMMftSgNffi3 2, 43 <fctJ
:fffia5 4ttS*

n5o #5gP4^P.m^^tl2.llliii#-r-^43*U:8
2b&t1-* ttjgflt*£&aR» 6 n,

sewjeff 5 ©ffljstt*fcfs i;t, us 1®#^ss^
7, «2H«ftiM3BJtffi8*fti-c\ a*v>t*fl-sir

fcjt», ft3a»miagftw«»2 4fc«*ft«.

mm2 4ti* ftaiBH6«i»2 3©wjae»»c*su
t, m\wm7i-z%5&x5w,2wm;r-zik, 8i®&
QOffigm® 2 5, 82 Bfltf^Hffiftffi 2 6^L

10 T, fcivttfl-s-ftemss, BH£MSfttt3 4K8E
T. HHHX«aftffi3 4 RM-8ffl|jgff 3 3©¥U£
ttSlfcJSUT, 8lB«f?-**5,fcO:8 2B#-r-#

m 1 wmmmgm®35,82 BMiaxiftffi 3 6

[0 0 5 5] tftfjf^WX 1 1 IC ft*)T

gpio, tuAHtt&$nx«ffi2 7, axwtuiuu&i
353 7£:f|-LTtfWjTf;WX 1 1 tcm*j£*l3o

[oo56]bio, Butt, ^mnwmysmmw
20 ©84©f£J6©Jgl6K:fettSt&fN!)—0d&gvr"7ci—

^-KT-^So Sf S 1 6 ltcfeVT, A^SBHuSBl
Iif-^tS2Iif-*!!)'A*JnSo S 1 6 21C

fc-v^T, ffiii9fMiattteitffi2. m2mmmm&wm
35 3i±, JE-tl^tlSBlHfltT*— 8 2Bgix-£©fi?
«fi*S^-r* 0 SfcS l 6 3t43^T, 8liii^fe^
mBKff2i, X2ww&asHatm3 2t±* ^n^tx
8 1 mmf-* , 8 2H^x-*©&2fflH*S9tr§ o

*e>lc S 1 6 4 tcfe^T, 8 1 H^Ki0KMgP3 1 , 8
2B{M6mnff3 2u, ^n ;en8iiii«'r-^, 8

30 2H®'r-*©i5gfitfc£:Ksrr£o cn^opts, e
^h, pgpa^if©a#«jg©^is«, mx.&m&T-

n5©B«IBfiK:H"r*1IHB«<»ASnTV^*»&»!:
«, :e©^-y^gi5ii^e.cne.©jii««i3fiicwr«.'if^

^rjam-rso c*i6©H«*jfifc:H-r*iiHii*t»ftLa
^»&tt, *a«fc5hfcWJ£©B«»iS*«fflLTt>

[0 0 5 7] iB«^ff|gSnTV-'5^&, S 1 6 5 lc*3

40 V^TffggP4^8lIli^T?-^, 82iE^-r-^^^-n

[0 0 5 8] SI 6 6tc*5<^T, «¥»S-^RWS» 5

a, &iiB{Mgfikftmitt2, »2 9fti¥fittteEaRas3

bjlWlttS^-abfc*^, S167fr6S168Al
^jS^^S^SP 6 ti8 1 i®®x- ± tf» 2

H

[0 0 5 9] ISMtf-at^V^, Sl67)b^S
i 6 9^*, mmmsewssRSfBOi. m 1 wmf-z

so 43<ktf8 2B®fJ-^©»«S«ra^-rs<fe^fcta^-r
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So ^lts 1 7 oicfc^T, xiwwmmtaBi&n
hm sHMMfe&s&as 8 tfzti?*u te i BBjgfMt

[oo6o] ^ics i 7 i ic^vx, fe^ra-gtfu^ap

2 3ii, mi mm^mmrn.^ 2 k jg 2 B&fe^ragi

m& 2 2*M Lfcfe2fcB*J±8U HIU*»5fr*WJ£
T5o feLfeffiBS^—SCbfc*&, S172*>6S17
3^*, &&h£&b#«e'2 4 am 1 H^x-^fc«fc

[0 0 6 1] fe£lffl*<—gcL£V>«£\ S 1 7 2fre>S

1 7 4^*, &&n3&a&m2 4 a, nasf-
* *j <t $g 2 ia#^-* ©effiim%aairt-s* 5 cree
f5o ?LTS 1 7 SKftVT. fg 1 MSfe£IBI&S&BB

2 5 fcJB 2 Bftfii£IHISttffi 2 6 tf^-ft^tU IB 1 B®
esnKNtf21*82«^neHeE 2 2 -era*l

a05fte*Htt±a©« 2 ©*M©#«i:miWT?fc*.
[006 2] S176 K*JVT\ KfS—ifcW£SB3 3

tt, BlB«l«mBKtt3 1, $2B4MBHRltti:3 2

LieWft*1— S177fr6S178'\3i
KRiSttaiKfls 3 4 am i b«7*-* *s*tmi 2b

[0 0 6 3] Kfi&tf—SLSV^ S 1 7 7 frP> S

1 7 9^*, £M£&S&»3 4 ffl B«x-*
teitfS2bb?*— *©bbs^s*?* * 5 ckbet
5„ -f-LTS 1 8 0K:feV>T, ^liS#PgP^gP3 5

ti2 a#Pisa^gigp 3 6 j^Jtn^tu 9 1 mmmmm
KS31. BBBMBtttt 3 2 t*BN LfcPgPR*

Jh»©*3©^©}B»i:HMT?fc*.
[0 0 6 4] ffi^rt, e3SW, PBWKtf—»Lfc6, S

1 8 ncfci/vr, &!$&9i±miw&7:— #*;«kt>*f{i2

H^x-^^-a-fiStLT 1 ocoh^x-^ i:-rs 0 £«£©

[0 0 6 5] ^jfcLfcBB^-^sfctfMJ-rX-fX 1 1

K

HWjr<5*&K:tt> S 1 8 2 (Cftf-rt&bBBJBBBX
»bi oa^«Lfti»f->*tt*f/^x i nca
etisttft»&iz2E.8i-rZo zfes i 8 3{c*5v^Tm^»a

tt&^nx»ffi2 7 a-&j*LfcB«rt-**HWj7W
XI 1 lCjS-&Lfefe35lfflfC^S8-rSo S5>CS 1 8 4 tC

ftv->TtUAB«KmEjftffi3 7 ttfcjSbfcBB-r-**
tb^f'W^ i i ic^L^HimRciffiKr^. 8?&s
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T*jasnfcBBf*-*©»«B, &&m, ttMft©v->

^tlfrfcSWiT^Ttfffi^T/WX 1 1 iCjg-g-Lfcfc

0^ofc4P.!f> &^?«BMI&lcB-rsX&Jaa.
£fT&fr£<Tfc<fcV\, ^LTS 1 8 Sfcfcl^T, tB^

[0 0 6 6] COi^KLT, aB»©BB©H««3e*
A^^n/-cMlH^7J-^fe«fc^2Si

10 Bt*—*#B*©B«^lco^TmU«ja*#LTli-»

»#8&Ir]±S«*C t>%5A/> BBfltifitf

[0 0 6 7] ftfc, C©&4©*ffi©«B-?ttfgBftX

20 *S6OJg«*St7n7^0t'65. B5£HHK
cogp^tcaiBic^^uTiKw^BS-rSo 41 ax

4 2«#«g^ 4 3ti-&«Sp-ea6So C©Sg5©

tf-^$5v>(ii 2 bb-t-* ©i#vrtisfr*»?-r«

[0 0 6 9] A*)354 1 a, IHSf-^, l2Ii

30 -ss».©#at,fj*5o -&isaP4 3tt, w?f*-*Kii^
I^Tfft 1 BB-r-^&S^a^fflB^-^g&U
^««©BJl6ffl*a3£bTB»*^*r*.
[0070] 013a, *SEHI!©H«JaS8B©£5©
*SS©^JKH: ft^^TA^J^n§i®f-^ ©^»fiRJ©ltt

WBT»*. 013 (A) K^ti»m **= TJ A

PANJ ££i>lCfpfflm<DB*imtH&frt\T^% 0 «
/c, 35:* rj ap anj fe#3S:*cri:ica%5feic«fc-p

TJBfrfrlTV^o C©J:-5 4B«*<A*a5 4 ltXM
tlSISlcli, 013 (B) , (C) , (D) lcjjVr30

40 of-^c^ntA^i^ns. @i 3 (b) est

* Tj A PANJ ©feflMB««^MlSnTV^«. Sfc, 0
1 3 (D) tC7jVTx-*a, *BW!MB**'r79-*T*
St). B*flfi0A^«*nTV>S o 013 (C) izm?
r-^a, 013 (B) C^tf-^*\ a&SVfiHi
3 (d) ts-r-r—^©t^-rn^asj-rs-r— ^-e*
So C©fif!lT*a0^©iP^±, H<^L/£a5»lCfcl/->T

013 ( B ) {c $ a^B©fe«flt&WR
S<3?Lftffl»-PttBl 3 (D) £a*-rtfiHIMHB*£

so s?-r*t.©tr*. 013 (o ic^-rs^x-^r-
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[0 0 7 1] £<D£oizm&*ftmLTtS< HtlC^-D

-m, 7;i/#5-©B#*ffifc>fttt*if£ft5ft</\5ffi,

•&rfc«Eit*rcr«'e**o £ft, as??*-

3 (B) iBl 3 (D) ©Vvfttfr<E>-r-**jl$?-r*T.

«*<k^fti6 2 {fiO^-^T'J: < , fl&RtfpJjffifcygfcfrft

gp#fcssLfci&g#fTft*.*ft«>, BWfc&so&ft^

[0 0 7 2] ftfe, 35 i mm^r-Z*s& tffg 2 a®-^-

ft, ±^OlKB^TJ{iS^x-^«:PJ^.tf2ffl<0-7J-^i: 20

-T«ci:^T'#^i:^bft^, ctilcffie.-f, jffiR-r-

[00 7 3] C <D<fc^ tc^^nft 3 Z><DT-£tfXfi

3SHiasafTft*>ftv'ko

[0 0 7 4] ftfe, 0 1 3 Lftil^-x— £ CDWJt 30

»i:CG (^ytfa-^f -^y-f^) B0©gP#i:
K#*U !S^i:bT4o07?-^tc^f8-rsftif, tt

[0 0 7 5] $ft, ^Jx—^ttCOflajTti^^JSB
£0$ilP«:«Jt-r^ftii>ft«.'« KPatSflW^c

mm&% v^ttBfjeoww c:t »=wjt*—* * to
TSoTti^o 40

[0 0 7 6] 01 4(4, WW7*~V>y KOgiJ©08©3fc

tic, ^7*-*fc*HtSftfciB«T— ^tefcv-'Tfc,

'n v SWKMsHin*n/-c^©l§7 *-t -y h iz £

-$tsw®7*-^v h<o—mkLT, mx.it® 1

4

(A) tc^-f^-Mc, ^y^gpfcttinu 'N-y^'gBtcigt

'\y^»K»ALT4B< C t^T-t§ 0 so
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[0 0 7 7] m 1 4 (B) lC^LftH«7*—T<y hT*

mr-^offiSi^-^ic^p^nft'Ny^,

[0 0 7 8] m 1 4 (C) K^LftBI*7*—T-y h

», Ens^nft*^-* ^-n^n^ -y ir»*f*toi i> ft

[0 0 7 9] 0 1 5 ti, *9B910K*&lStBC>flI 5 ©
mm<DBmic *s itstwo—gust^t7n-7- — h t-

feSo $f S 1 9 1 t*^T, A2»SP4 ItSlISf

So s 1 9 2 icfcvr, m 1 B^fe^ra^MSP2 1 , m
2 Btt6^neKffi 2 2 ^-n^nm 1 mm?-*,

mtfHfl^-^tfH 1 4 Ic^Lft.fe^ft'N-y^SB^W

SP^nftB^x—^7*—^-y ht?A^jSn,
-y ^g&ft if &c fe25ratwr* titmmxsnr v^* *§

[0 0 8 0] B«^fftS*tXTl/ S 1 9 3tc*i

[0081] s 1 9 4 ic^v^T, fe£ng—aw^gp2 3

tt, % 1 Btt&£IHIBtt8B 2 1 , * 2 B^fe^HM^gP

S 0 feLfe^HI^—SLftJi-^, S 1 9 5fr6 S 1 9 6

'Nil*, &3N£StSft8P2 4 t±S 1 H^-^feitf
sg 2lif-* &c*t LTfeanB*aaft Lft ? ic»t

[0 0 8 2] fe^^—gjLft^i§-&, S 1 9 5*^ S

1 9 7 ^iS*, &2MK&a#lffi2 4 «, ^1 B^t1-
33* Zfm 2 BIR-r-* £<£ ^ KIS^

^-§c fLTS 1 9 8tc*5V^T, ^lB^fe^H^SP
2 5 fcjg 2 B^fe^F^^^SP 2 6 &*tl*tU & 1 B^
&&mwm& zi. m 2mm&&mwm& 2

2

vmml
ftfe^K«rfflv>T, W#©ftffllH*«lRl—»::4**3k:a

±acos 2 (Dmmvmmk s 0

[0 0 8 3] fe^^—SLftP), S 1 9

BggP4 3 tiw?^-*t*^>T» 1 mm^-zis&TS
l2Itr-^*^Lt 1 OOiSf-^tt^, M

i: 2H^x-* 5 c 1 1 <k -aTH«**J«

ft, y-)VR^n^mt^^tz, ^^mm^m^
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tii-D1t^mom%fi ft -ottiv\
[0 0 8 4] -B-fiELfcWg-r-^W^T^WX l l lc

s 2 o otfev-Tm^is^fe^ra^

B^f/wxi iKSS'&L;rct>©T?a&-p;fcfte>ff, a*
B&fe^H^&SP 2 7 -efiffilHOfflftSfffttoft < T t
«fcl/\, ^LrS20 1tfe^T, ffl^r^WXl Hi!
•r-^lctf^TWMMBtfU tMrTSo 10

[0 0 8 5] CO.t'pKLT. 31#?-r— Z\C .fcoTB*

T?*, £{*©&3Ma£fo±£-£-5<I £#T*#3 0 t>%

3A» fe3Smi*«Jlftr?Tl''*i:*ttfiffllBOaaHl!««<

tT.fttonSfcfc, B^-##-g-/jET£ft<ft£Ci:«:
ftl\>

[0 0 8 6] C©£5 5©^fi6©7fclgT-liB&!«jI

V>T &±3©Sfl 3 OUSSO^ffifc ^tll©*/j!c%jfffl-T«
cfcK±of, <2»fcisi:feaswrai*ffft5 cfcjve

[0087] Bleu, *89i©B£ffl33fcii4>i66©

5 1 Baftf- 5 2 ttiwMt—aws

a<s5£A*i2*u ^ttta^TB^'&js-rsias
?rtfft9t.©T-fe?>o 01 3tc*5V^TiiWLfc:«fc'5ti:,

a&^-^aS-HSRcTi^ fcSWi»B*fci: fcl±m5£©

£ LT±20S 1 ©5lfi£©^IB©* 5 K#tftg£g|*fT

ft r> M^. m 1 B^-r-^ f2 B«-r-* ffttT-ft

5c

[0 0 8 8] »?7'-£j!¥flU£BaHB5 1 tt, IKr-
*©!«***»*-*. 5 2fi, SHI

mm?-*, mzmm^-^s MtR7-z<DMm&tf-

gic^LTv^-rtxo'r-^o^a^sftoTv^*^

1 ig2BHf!x-2i:i:fc^ jUR^-^tc
OV»Tt>W«aa»*fTft53b»»«*a«*X4 :-y7rf so

20

3fr£ji#?-f So 3o©-r—^T^Tlco^
TP«*aan*ffft 5 w»*aRt«Bi>, 1o*«
Wi2oico^T©**S#£gJ&&X*-y:7,U te©x
-*ko^tUjgM&a&f?ft 3 <t 5 icSJRfcfrft o

311R8B5 3T?aW7*-iH!:»LTlWMM«*tTft5 d

SfcfrftSo

[0 0 8 9] 01 3C«V^TS4WUfe«fc ,5lC, SS?^-
*«^ftH©WB*«#TS7*-*fcT*Ctai<a&

£LT1B£U ^ 1 B®-r-*£§f2B&!-r-#©8?l&
ii[*»?7*-*oi»«tt»c*to** j: 3 teWflwaeft-r

««*fTft3je»*,ftv<oif, aK-r-
5 4 sKit-rewjar* c

[0 0 9 0] 0 1 7 *^OB#5aaS«£D^6(D
*fifi©mJSK*5W-*a&fP©—ffd*^-T7n-f+- h T*

i|-fS2 1 lfcfcVT, A*jSP4 ltllltr

3 0 S 2 1 2£fel^T, a^-r— ^«P«fiKI8ei5 5 1

,

m 1 ttiiMSKNeis 2 , in 2 matumsaam 3 a,

J!HRtt©S8Ma. WfctfHMtT*-

1 4lc^b/c«fc^ft'N-y^g|5*Wira^nfcB«Tf

-£!7*—T>y hT?A2j3*U •^©^©^^gBftiflc
Pfltttten-raflWBflWxsnTv^ii^fcH:, ^©^

^«)^i6p»nfc#s©)ig^«*SfflL

[0091] mm^s.^snr^^m^. s 2 1 31c*

[0 0 9 2] S 2 1 4t*3V^T. P^A-SfJpJSgP 5 2

as 2 , as 2 KtttivfMHeMS 3 tfmm ltcmmm^itm
t> -r^TiRii;*»aft»*wje-r*. % LUMMwra-^T
—gfLfc^-er, S 2 1 5A->P>S 2 1 6^»». P^S^
^a«?gP 2 4 m 1 H{gl-r-*, S2lt
7s—*c»bTi»»*«a»L4V'» j: ^ K^jrrs 0

[0 0 9 3] «¥®fiAs-S!(L%^f-^tf#St*i
S 2 1 5*>P. S 2 1 7^\«», P«fi^^a^gP5

3 tt, MiRT-Z, SUSr-?, mzmmT-ZtD

ffftSiSKIKe-rSo fLTS2 1

aaaft*ffft ? * ^ te«js*nfe«R7*-*«wfcaaai
as 5 4 , s i HflMiatt^itSE 7.^2H^*^as^
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B4MPttftffttffi2* %2B«»flueeKSP3 7BNL
fcftMK£*fl§^T. 3O<Ox-£O®0gtf|W|-lc£:&

±aojBi<o"*wo«!Bi:ra«"e»So
[0 0 9 4] »*S#—SLiteS, S2 191C43VVT&

/£3$4 SttWJx-^fca^T* 1 B«"r-**«fctf

[0 0 9 5] ^L/cB^^-^^tB^^^X 1 lie

&ti~rz>M^ciL s 2 2 oKft^-cttifimmmwimsz.

urn i oit^hfcmm'r-^^mti'r^T, 1 1 km

& 0 t>L-&«»4 3 T^&jasn&BttT*-

B«»«fi£SS9$ 1 0 -cAMfcS©***^*)* <Tfe
<fcl/\, fLTS 2 2 1 IC&^T. Ui*r-r/WX 1 1 tiB

[0 0 9 6] C©«fc$fcLT\ !Rf-**«lL, B

[0 0 9 7] ±ao»5ft*tf»6 0*»0*»?tt,
JS^f*-**/*!^**^;:. ftS^ lo

[0 0 9 8] ±3S<0*H«OJB«fc33V^T, &*rH«*r

ffi^jrVVfX 1 1 ©B««i64:—»LT^£*&fc:«\

- * k:wr*b»«jfi^aaiftratt^rai t **

»

[0 0 9 9] £fc. ±»0#**©rattT?tt#7*--*<D
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»&*M5So c<DJ:3ftW&l;:H\ m^if/WX 1 1 iz

^0«!H**J«WK:ff*3«fe5k:«lJ«LTfc*^o
[0 10 0] J^©#*»©JBJB©lSEWfco^
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Japanese Publication number ' 11-146182A

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2 **** s]lows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l] An input means to input the 1st image data and the 2nd image data which

compounds with this 1st image data and forms one synthetic image, A 1st image structure

recognition means to recognize the image structure where said 1st image data inputted by

this input means belongs, A 2nd image structure recognition means to recognize the image

structure where said 2nd image data inputted by said input means belongs, A judgment

means to judge whether the image structure recognized by the image structure recognized

by said 1st image structure recognition means and said 2nd image structure recognition

means is in agreement, An image structural transition means to perform transform

processing so that image structure may be in agreement to either [ at least ] said 1st image

data or said 2nd image data according to the judgment result by this judgment means, It

has a synthetic means to compound the 1st image data and the 2nd image data whose

image structure corresponded. This synthetic means The image processing system

characterized by compounding said 1st image data which does not perform transform

processing by said image structural transition means, and said 2nd image data when it is

judged that image structure is in agreement with said judgment means.

[Claim 2] An input means to input the 1st image data, the 2nd image data, and the select

data that chooses either said 1st image data or said 2nd image data, A 1st image structure

recognition means to recognize the image structure where said 1st image data inputted by

this input means belongs, A 2nd image structure recognition means to recognize the image

structure where said 2nd image data inputted by said input means belongs, A judgment

means to judge whether the image structure recognized by the image structure recognized

by said 1st image structure recognition means and said 2nd image structure recognition

means is in agreement, An image structural transition means to perform transform

processing so that image structure may be in agreement to either [ at least ] said 1st image

data or said 2nd image data according to the judgment result by this judgment means, It

has a synthetic means to compound the 1st image data and the 2nd image data whose

image structure corresponded based on said select data. This synthetic means The image

processing system characterized by compounding said 1st image data which does not

perform transform processing by said image structural transition means, and said 2nd

image data when it is judged that image structure is in agreement with said judgment

means.
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[Claim 3] The image processing system according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by having a

2nd image structural transition means to perform transform processing of image structure

to the synthetic image compounded by said synthetic means.

[Claim 4] Said 2nd image structural transition means is an image processing system

according to claim 3 characterized by performing transform processing of image structure

to said synthetic image according to the image structure of the output device which outputs

said synthetic image.

[Claim 5] The image structure recognized with said 1st image structure recognition means

and said 2nd image structure recognition means is resolution. When it is judged that said

image structural transition means performs resolution transform processing, and

resolution of said synthetic means corresponds with said judgment means The image

processing system according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by compounding said 1st image

data and said 2nd image data, without performing resolution transform processing by said

image structural transition means to said 1st image data and said 2nd image data.

[Claim 6] The image structure recognized with said 1st image structure recognition means

and said 2nd image structure recognition means is a color space. When it is judged that

said image structural transition means performs color space conversion processing, and

the color space of said synthetic means corresponds with said judgment means The image

processing system according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by compounding said 1st image

data and said 2nd image data, without performing color space conversion processing by

said image structural transition means to said 1st image data and said 2nd image data.

[Claim 7] The image structure recognized with said 1st image structure recognition means

and said 2nd image structure recognition means is the number of gradation. When it is

judged that said image structural transition means performs gradation transform

processing, and the number of gradation of said synthetic means corresponds with said

judgment means The image processing system according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by

compounding said 1st image data and said 2nd image data, without performing gradation

transform processing by said image structural transition means to said 1st image data and

said 2nd image data.

[Claim 8] It is the image processing system according to claim 1 or 2 which said input

means inputs the header information added with said each data, and is characterized by

said 1st image structure recognition means and said 2nd image structure recognition

means recognizing the image structure of said 1st image data, and the image structure of

said 2nd image data by said header information inputted by said input means.

[Claim 9] An input means to input the 1st image data, the 2nd image data, and the select

data that chooses either said 1st image data or said 2nd image data, A resolution

recognition means to recognize the resolution of said 1st image data inputted by this input

means, said 2nd image data, and said select data, A judgment means to judge whether the

resolution of said 1st image data, the resolution of said 2nd image data, and the resolution

of said select data are in agreement, A resolution conversion means to perform resolution

transform processing so that resolution may be in agreement to at least one of said select
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data, said 1st image data, and said the 2nd image data according to the judgment result by

this judgment means, It has a synthetic means to compound the 1st image data and the

2nd image data whose resolution corresponded based on select data. This synthetic means

When it is judged that the resolution of said select data, said 1st image data, and said 2nd

image data is in agreement with said judgment means The image processing system

characterized by compounding said 1st image data which does not perform resolution

transform processing by said resolution conversion means, and said 2nd image data based

on said select data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The image data divided into two or more data is inputted, and this

invention relates to the image processing system which compounds those data and outputs

a synthetic image.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, in addition to the facsimile communication

using a pubhe line, pictorial communication using networks, such as a public line and LAN,

is performed briskly. Various kinds of devices, such as others, a personal computer and a

compound digital process copying machine, and a network printer, are used also for the

device which sends and receives image data. [ facsimile ] Moreover, colorization of these

devices also progresses and a color FAX and a color printer are also becoming in use

recently. Interconnect between the different model equipment with which resolution

differs at such a network system, respectively, for example, and interconnect between the

different model equipment with which the color spaces like a color copying machine and

monochrome copying machine differ, respectively are possible.

[0003] When exchanging image data between such different model equipment, the usually

inputted manuscript image is treated as a plane image of one sheet. And the image

processing which distinguished the manuscript type by the input-side device, and was

suitable for the manuscript is performed to the whole plane image to the plane image of

one sheet, and it transmits to an output side device. Thus, when a manuscript image is

treated as a plane image of one sheet, if a manuscript image consists of only image data of

one kind of attributes, such as an alphabetic character or a photograph, there will be

especially no problem. However, when it consists of image data of two or more attributes

for which the alphabetic character and the photograph are intermingled, un*arranging

arises. For example, since the same compression processing is performed to the plane

image of one sheet when it is going to compress the image data in which the alphabetic

character and the photograph are intermingled, depending on the compression technique

to apply, the compressibility of either the alphabetic character section or the photograph

section will fall, or it is, and will be able to creep [ can be ], and that image quality will
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deteriorate.

[0004] Moreover, since the amount of data which transmits is reduced, after performing

transform processing of image structures, such as resolution, and a color space and the

number of gradation, to image data, it may transmit. Also in this case, when the part to

transmit by high definition existed in the part since the same image structural transition

was given and it had transmitted to the whole image for example, the whole image had to

be transmitted in high resolution and the amount of transmit data had increased.

Moreover, the image had to be transmitted in low resolution to transmit an image to a high

speed on real time, and image quality degradation was remarkable.

[0005] Moreover, the image structure changed by these image structure transform

processing is determined by the transmitting side. If the data transfer between different

models is considered as mentioned above, the case where it is not necessarily in agreement

with the image structure of a receiving side will produce the image structure determined

by the transmitting side. For example, the resolution of the input unit of a transmitting

side may differ from the resolution of the output unit of a receiving side. Probably, it

should also take into consideration that color space [ not only resolution but ], number of

gradation, and image structures further called screen structure may differ. In order to

output the image with which such image structures differ, the processing finally doubled

with the image structure of an output device is required.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] This invention was made in view of the situation

mentioned above, enables transmission of a more nearly high-speed image, and it aims

exact at offering the image processing system which can compound an image at a high

speed and can be reproduced at it, with high definition maintained.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In this invention, the image data divided into three data

of the select data which adds image information to two, the 1st image data and the 2nd

image data, or it, and chooses either the 1st image data or the 2nd image data is inputted,

and synthetic restoration of the image is carried out. Two or three data which were

inputted can perform image structure transform processing, such as optimal resolution

transform processing, and color transform processing, compression processing, according

to each property. By receiving the image data which has such various image structures,

and making it possible to reconfigurate an image from each data, while decreasing the

amount of data of image data, high definition is maintainable. Moreover, high-speed

transmission is realizable by transmitting the separated image data.

[0008] Here, when the image structure of each data which constitutes the image data

inputted generates this image data, it is determined, and the case where it changes with

the property of each data, resolution of an input unit, etc., respectively arises. Therefore, in

case the separated image data is compounded, by any cases, the image structure of each

data which constitutes the inputted image data must carry out synthetic restoration

normally, and must be able to output. This is the same, not only when transmitting an
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image, but when image data is held in the format divided into the image database etc. as

mentioned above and it refers to this image data currently held. Furthermore, if it finally

is not made in agreement with the image structure of an output device as mentioned above,

a high-definition output image cannot be desired.

[0009] In this invention, each data divided into three which added the select data which

chooses either two, the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, the 1st image data or the

2nd image data is inputted, and after making the image structure of each data in

agreement, it compounds and outputs. Thus, no matter what structure [ image ] each

inputted data with which image data was separated may have, it can compound correctly

and a high-definition output image can be obtained. However, also when image structures,

such as a color space of each inputted data, and the number of gradation, resolution, are

the same on the other hand, it exists mostly. In that case, transform processing of image

structure is unnecessary. In this invention, the image structure of each data is

investigated, and when it is judged that image structure is in agreement, synthetic

processing is performed, without performing transform processing of image structure.

Thus, the processing times are reduced by excluding unnecessary transform processing,

and high-speed processing is enabled, and reduction of storage etc. is attained.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of

operation of the 1st of the image processing system of this invention, the inside of drawing,

and 1 " the input section and 2 - the 1st image resolution recognition section and 3 — the

2nd image resolution recognition section and 4 - the expanding section and 5 - for the 1st

image resolution transducer and 8, as for the synthetic section and 10, the 2nd image

resolution transducer and 9 are [ the resolution coincidence judging section and 6 / the

resolution conversion selection section and 7 / an output image resolution transducer and

11 ] output devices. With the gestalt of this operation, the image data divided into the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data is inputted, and the case where compound both and a

synthetic image is outputted from an output device is shown. In case an image is

compounded, the image structure of the image to compound must be in agreement. Here,

image structure points out the thing of the fundamental attributes of an image, such as

resolution, a color space, and the number of gradation. With the gestalt of this 1st

operation, only resolution shall be treated as image structure.

[0011] The input section 1 receives the image data inputted from the outside. Image data is

inputted by receiving from communication lines, such as a network and facsimile, or

reading from external storage etc. The image data inputted is divided into the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data, and the image data to which image structure transform

processing which was adapted for each was performed is inputted.

[0012] The 1st image resolution recognition section 2 recognizes the resolution of the 1st

image data. The 2nd image resolution recognition section 3 recognizes the resolution of the

2nd image data. When the inputted image data is compressed, the expanding section 4

performs expanding processing and returns it to the original image data.
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[0013] The resolution coincidence judging section 5 measures the resolution of the 1st

image data and the resolution of the 2nd image data which the 1st image resolution

recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution recognition section 3 have recognized,

and judges whether resolution is the same. The resolution conversion selection section 6

changes whether resolution transform processing is performed in the 1st image resolution

transducer 7 and the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 according to the judgment result

in the resolution coincidence judging section 5. When the resolution of the 1st image data

and the 2nd image data differs, the 1st image resolution transducer 7 performs resolution

conversion to the 1st image data so that both resolution may be in agreement. When the

resolution of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data differs, the 2nd image resolution

transducer 8 performs resolution conversion to the 2nd image data so that both resolution

may be in agreement.

[0014] The synthetic section 9 compounds two data with the same resolution. The output

image resolution transducer 10 changes the resolution of the image data after composition

according to the resolution of an output device 11. An output device 11 forms and outputs

an image. There are a printer, a display, etc. as a concrete device. Although this example

showed the configuration in the case of outputting an image by the output device 11, the

image after composition may be saved at storage, such as a disk, or may be sent to other

equipments through a network or a communication line. In this case, it is not necessary to

necessarily form the output image resolution transducer 10.

[0015] Drawing 2 is an explanatory view of the example of image data inputted in the

gestalt of operation of the 1st of the image processing system of this invention. For

example, as shown in drawing 2 (A), when it is the image with which a pattern part (part

enclosed with a rectangle) coexists with alphabetic character "ABCDE", it can separate

into the alphabetic data which consists only of alphabetic character [ABCDE" as shown in

drawing 2 (B), and the pattern data which consist of a pattern part except an alphabetic

character part as shown in drawing 2 (C). In addition, about the pattern part in the pixel

divided into pattern data in alphabetic data, for example, the alphabetic data shown in

drawing 2 (B), it can bury, for example with white data. Similarly, in the pixel divided into

alphabetic data in pattern data, for example, the pattern data shown in drawing 2 (C), it

can bury, for example with white data about the part of an alphabetic character "ABCDE."

[0016] alphabetic data and pattern data have a property different, respectively, and the

image structures for which were resembled, respectively, and it received and was suitable

differ. For example, although resolution with resolution high in alphabetic data is required,

a photograph may not require resolution so much. Moreover, the resolution conversion

technique of having been suitable for each exists. Thus, it is convertible for the pattern

data which change into alphabetic data at the resolution which was suitable for alphabetic

data using the compression technique for alphabetic data, and include a photograph etc. at

the resolution which was suitable for pattern data with the application of the compression

technique for pattern data. Compressibility also improves by this and image quality

degradation is not so much conspicuous, either. Thus, since image structural transition
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suitable for an alphabetic character image, such as resolution conversion and color

conversion, is applied to alphabetic data and the image structural transition suitable for a

photograph etc. can be applied to pattern data by separating the image, it can transmit or

save, without improving compressibility, while reducing the amount of data, and

degrading image quality not much.

[0017] In addition, although it has separated into two kinds of images, an alphabetic

character part and a pattern part, in the above-mentioned example, it is possible in the

separation according to various properties, such as not being limited to especially these

two, and dividing a pattern part into a photograph part and the part of CG (computer

graphic) image further, for example, separating into an alphabetic character, a photograph,

and three data of CG as a result. Moreover, whether it is the image data in which the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data have what kind of property does not limit especially

here.

[0018] Thus, in order to compound the separated image data, when not in agreement, the

processing which makes image structure in agreement is needed [ the image structure of

the 1st image data and the 2nd image data needs to be in agreement, and / it judges

whether both image structure is in agreement, and ]. Here, it can be recognized, for

example with reference to each data whether image structure is in agreement, or it can

also be obtained from the information on the header unit added to the inputted image data.

[0019] Drawing 3 is the explanatory view of an example of a graphics format. The image

data inputted can be gathered in the format of the predetermined graphics format which

added the header etc. as shown in drawing 3 . As an example of a graphics format, as

shown in drawing 3 (A), a header unit can be added and it can consider as the

configuration which arranges each data compressed following the header unit. In this case,

the information about the image structure of each data can be inserted in a header unit.

[0020] In the graphics format shown in drawing 3 (B), it is considering as the format which

added the header for each data to each compressed data, and added the whole header unit

further. In this case, the information about the image structure of each data can be

inserted in the header for each data.

[0021] The graphics format shown in drawing 3 (C) is a format which added the header

unit to each compressed data, respectively. The information about the image structure of

each data can be inserted in the header unit added to each data also in this case,

respectively.

[0022] When image data is inputted into the input section 1 in the form of a graphics

format as shown in drawing 3 , the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd

image resolution recognition section 3 can recognize each resolution in the image structure

of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, especially this example, if the header or

header unit added to the header unit of image data or the 1st image data, and the 2nd

image data is referred to.

[0023] Moreover, the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image

resolution recognition section 3 may acquire the indirect information about resolution, for
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example with the number of pixels, the number of Rhine, etc. for one line in the case where

the information about resolution is not included in a header unit etc., and the case where

the header itself does not exist.

[0024] Drawing 4 is a flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 1st of the image processing system of this invention. In S101, the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data are first inputted into the input section 1. In S102, the

1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution recognition section

3 recognize the resolution of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

Recognition of resolution extracts the information about resolution from the header unit

added, when a header unit etc. is added to image data and the information about

resolution is inserted in it. When the information about resolution does not exist, it may

extract from each whole image data, or the specific value defined beforehand may be

adopted.

[0025] When the image is compressed, in S103, the expanding section 4 elongates the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

[0026] In S104, the resolution coincidence judging section 5 measures the resolution which

the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution recognition

section 3 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When resolution is in

agreement, it progresses to S106 from S105, and the resolution conversion selection section

6 is set up so that resolution may not be changed to the 1st image data and the 2nd image

data.

[0027] When resolution is not in agreement, it progresses to S107 from S105, and the

resolution conversion selection section 6 is set up so that the resolution of the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S108, using the resolution which the

1st image resolution transducer 7 and the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 have

recognized in the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution

recognition section 3, respectively, it changes so that both resolution may become the same.

The resolution of data with the smaller resolution among the 2nd image data at this time,

for example, the 1st image data, is convertible for the resolution of the larger one. Or the

resolution of data with conversely larger resolution may be changed into the resolution of

the smaller one. In this case, although image quality falls off, required memory space and

the required processing time have the advantage of it being few and ending. When making

both resolution in agreement by such technique, the 1st image resolution transducer 7 or

the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 will perform resolution conversion. As the other

approaches, it may double with the least common multiple of the resolution of the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, or you may double the predetermined twice of a

common divisor. Or you may double with the resolution of an output device 11. In this case,

the output image resolution transducer 10 is unnecessary. You may change so that it may

double with further predetermined resolution.

[0028] The approach of arbitration can be used for the approach of the resolution

conversion performed in the 1st image resolution transducer 7 and the 2nd image
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resolution transducer 8 according to the property of each data. For example, as the

resolution conversion technique of having been suitable for high-speed processing, a

zeroth order hold method, the NIARESUTONEIBA method, etc. are mentioned. A
zeroth-order hold method is an algorithm which replaces the output pixel P by the input

pixel in front of that. However, by these approaches, the image quality after resolution

conversion is not so good. Four-point interpolation etc. is mentioned as the resolution

conversion approach with standard image quality and processing speed. Moreover, as the

resolution conversion approach that high definition is obtained although the processing

time starts, projection, 16-point interpolation, a logical operation method, etc. are

mentioned somewhat. Furthermore, there is a logical operation method etc. as the effective

resolution conversion technique especially to a binary line drawing image. Each resolution

conversion approach of having been suitable for the 1st image resolution transducer 7 and

the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 can be chosen and used out of these various

resolution conversion approaches. Of course, the same resolution conversion approach may

be used. Moreover, according to the inputted image data and the property of an output

device 9, you may use alternatively out of two or more resolution conversion technique.

[0029] If resolution is in agreement, in S109, the synthetic section 9 will compound the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, and will be taken as one image data. The composite

approach can be performed by adding the pixel value of both image data, when the value of

a white pixel is 0. Or the pixel value of both image data is compared, when only one side is

pixels other than white, pixels other than white are chosen, and both may be made to

choose either in other than white. Or the approach of considering as the pixel value after

compounding a large value among both pixel values may be used. Thus, the composite

approach is arbitrary.

[0030] Moreover, when it is data of a format using the so-called color palette with which

the 1st image data or the 2nd image data specifies a color value using the index of a color

table, a color value may be calculated by lengthening a color table from the synthetic

section 9 and an index value, and you may compound by performing raster conversion

which puts the color value in order for every pixel. Such [, of course ] processing may be

performed in the expanding section 4, and the image data compounded without performing

such raster conversion may be outputted.

[0031] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S110, the output

image resolution transducer 10 changes the compound image data into the resolution

which suited the output device 11. What is necessary is just to choose from the above

various approaches as the resolution conversion approach. For example, projection can be

used. If the resolution of the image data compounded in the synthetic section 9 suits an

output device 11, it is not necessary to perform resolution conversion by the output image

resolution transducer 10. And in Sill, an output device 11 forms and outputs an image

based on image data.

[0032] Thus, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data which were inputted have

the same resolution, excessive resolution transform processing can be excluded, and the
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whole processing speed can be raised. Since resolution conversion is performed when

resolution differs, it becomes impossible of course, to compound image data.

[0033] Drawing 5 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 2nd of the

image processing system of this invention. Among drawing, the same sign is given to the

same part as drawing 1 , and explanation is omitted. 21 - for the color space coincidence

judging section and 24, as for the 1st image color space conversion section and 26, the color

space conversion selection section and 25 are [ the 1st image color space recognition section

and 22 / the 2nd image color space recognition section and 23 / the 2nd image color space

conversion section and 27 ] the output image color space conversion sections. With the

gestalt of this 2nd operation, only a color space shall be treated as image structure.

[0034] The 1st image color space recognition section 21 recognizes the color space of the 1st

image data. The 2nd image color space recognition section 22 recognizes the color space of

the 2nd image data. As the recognition approach of the color space of the 1st image color

space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space recognition section 22, the

information about a color space can be read from the header unit in the graphics format

shown, for example in drawing 3 etc., or a predetermined color space can be set up. The

color space coincidence judging section 23 compares the color space which the 1st image

color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space recognition section 22

have recognized, and judges whether a color space is the same. The color space conversion

selection section 24 makes processing of the 1st image color space conversion section 25

and the 2nd image color space conversion section 26 skip, when the color space coincidence

judging section 23 judges with a color space being the same. The 1st image color space

conversion section 25 performs transform processing of a color space to the 1st image data,

when the color spaces of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data differ. The 2nd image

color space conversion section 26 performs transform processing of a color space to the 2nd

image data, when the color spaces of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data differ. The

color space of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data is made in agreement by the 1st

image color space conversion section 25 and the 2nd image color space conversion section

26. When outputting the image data after composition to an output device 11, the output

image color space conversion section 27 is changed so that the color space of the image data

after composition may be aligned with the color space of an output device 11.

[0035] Drawing 6 is a flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 2nd of the image processing system of this invention. In S121, the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data are first inputted into the input section 1. In S122, the

1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space recognition

section 22 recognize the color space of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data,

respectively. Recognition of a color space extracts the information about a color space from

the header unit etc., when it is inputted in the image data format to which the header unit

as image data showed to drawing 3 was added and the information about a color space is

inserted in the header unit in it etc. When the information about a color space does not

exist, the specific color space appointed beforehand may be adopted.
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[0036] When the image is compressed, in S123, the expanding section 4 elongates the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

[0037] In S124, the color space coincidence judging section 23 compares the color space

which the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space

recognition section 22 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When a color

space is in agreement, it progresses to S126 from S125, and the color space conversion

selection section 24 is set up so that a color space may not be changed to the 1st image data

and the 2nd image data.

[0038] When a color space is not in agreement, it progresses to S127 from S125, and the

color space conversion selection section 24 is set up so that the color space of the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S128, using the color space which the

1st image color space conversion section 25 and the 2nd image color space conversion

section 26 have recognized in the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd

image color space recognition section 22, respectively, it changes so that both color space

may become the same. It can change or can change into a predetermined color space so

that the color space of the data of another side may be aligned with the color space of the

data at this time, one [ for example, ]. L* a* b* which is not dependent on a device when

changing into a predetermined color space It can change into a color space etc. or can

change into the color space of an output device 11. When changing into the color space of

an output device 11, the output image color space conversion section 27 is unnecessary. As

the transform-processing approach of a color space, a multi-dimension look-up table can be

used, for example. By this approach, since the magnitude of a table will become huge if a

table is prepared about all input values, generally, an input value will be sampled, the

table of the output value corresponding to it will be made from suitable spacing, and it will

ask from the output value corresponding to a nearby input value about the input value

which is not in a table using a interpolation operation. Various approaches, such as cubic

interpolation, can be used as the interpolation technique. If it considers as the

transform-processing approach of a color space, various approaches, such as the approach

of using for example, the matrix calculating method and a 1-dimensional look-up table, can

be used.

[0039] In addition, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data are data of a format

using an above-mentioned color palette, the 1st image color space conversion section 25

and the 2nd image color space conversion section 26 will perform transform processing to

the color value of a color table.

[0040] If a color space is in agreement, in S129, the synthetic section 9 will compound the

1st image data and the 2nd image data, and will be taken as one image data. The

composite approach is the same as that of the gestalt of the 1st operation of a ****.

[0041] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S130, the output

image color space conversion section 27 changes the compound image data into the color

space which suited the output device 11. The conversion approach of a color space is

arbitrary. If the color space of the image data compounded in the synthetic section 9 suits
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an output device 11, it is not necessary to change a color space in the output image color

space conversion section 27. And in S131, an output device 11 forms and outputs an image

based on image data.

[0042] Thus, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data which were inputted have

the same color space, transform processing of an excessive color space can be excluded, and

the whole processing speed can be raised. Since transform processing of a color space is

performed when color spaces differ, it becomes impossible of course, to compound image

data.

[0043] Drawing 7 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 3rd of the

image processing system of this invention. Among drawing, the same sign is given to the

same part as drawing 1 , and explanation is omitted. 31 — for the gradation coincidence

judging section and 34, as for the 1st image gradation transducer and 36, the

gray-scale-conversion selection section and 35 are [the 1st image gradation recognition

section and 32 / the 2nd image gradation recognition section and 33 / the 2nd image

gradation transducer and 37 ] output image gradation transducers. With the gestalt of this

3rd operation, only the number of gradation shall be treated as image structure.

[0044] The 1st image gradation recognition section 31 recognizes the number of gradation

of the 1st image data. The 2nd image gradation recognition section 32 recognizes the

number of gradation of the 2nd image data. As the recognition approach of the number of

gradation of the 1st image gradation recognition section 31 and the 2nd image gradation

recognition section 32, the information about the number of gradation can be read from the

header unit in the graphics format shown, for example in drawing 3 etc., or the

predetermined number of gradation can be set up. The gradation coincidence judging

section 33 compares the number of gradation which the 1st image gradation recognition

section 31 and the 2nd image gradation recognition section 32 have recognized, and judges

whether the number of gradation is the same. The gray-scale-conversion selection section

34 makes processing of the 1st image gradation transducer 35 and the 2nd image

gradation transducer 36 skip, when the gradation coincidence judging section 33 judges

with the number of gradation being the same. The 1st image gradation transducer 35

performs transform processing of the number of gradation to the 1st image data, when the

numbers of gradation of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data differ. The 2nd image

gradation transducer 36 performs transform processing of the number of gradation to the

2nd image data, when the numbers of gradation of the 1st image data and the 2nd image

data differ. The number of gradation of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data is made

in agreement by the 1st image gradation transducer 35 and the 2nd image gradation

transducer 36. When outputting the image data after composition to an output device 11,

the output image gradation transducer 37 is changed so that the number of gradation of

the image data after composition may be doubled with the number of gradation of an

output device 11.

[0045] Drawing 8 is a flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 3rd of the image processing system of this invention. In S141, the 1st
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image data and the 2nd image data are first inputted into the input section 1. In S142, the

1st image gradation recognition section 31 and the 2nd image gradation recognition section

32 recognize the number of gradation of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data,

respectively. Recognition of the number of gradation extracts the information about the

number of gradation from the header unit etc., when it is inputted in the image data

format to which the header unit as image data showed to drawing 3 was added and the

information about the number of gradation is inserted in the header unit in it etc. When
the information about the number of gradation does not exist, the specific number of

gradation defined beforehand may be adopted.

[0046] When the image is compressed, in S143, the expanding section 4 elongates the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

[0047] In S144, the gradation coincidence judging section 33 compares the number of

gradation which the 1st image gradation recognition section 31 and the 2nd image

gradation recognition section 32 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When
the number of gradation is in agreement, it progresses to S146 from S145, and the

grayscale-conversion selection section 34 is set up so that the number of gradation may

not be changed to the 1st image data and the 2nd image data.

[0048] When the number of gradation is not in agreement, it progresses to S147 from S145,

and the gray-scale-conversion selection section 34 is set up so that the number of gradation

of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S148, using the

number of gradation which the 1st image gradation transducer 35 and the 2nd image

gradation transducer 36 have recognized in the 1st image gradation recognition section 31

and the 2nd image gradation recognition section 32, respectively, it changes so that both

number of gradation may become the same. At this time, for example, the gradation of data

with more few gradation, it is convertible for the number of gradation of more ones. Or the

gradation of data with reverse more many gradation is also convertible for the number of

gradation of little direction. Or it can change into the predetermined number of gradation,

or can change into the number of gradation of an output device 11. When changing into the

number of gradation of an output device 11, the output image gradation transducer 37 is

unnecessary. Various approaches, such as using the look-up table of a single dimension, or

using a bit shift and multiplication and division as the conversion approach of the number

of gradation, can be used.

[0049] In addition, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data are data of a format

using an above-mentioned color palette, the 1st image gradation transducer 35 and the

2nd image gradation transducer 36 will perform transform processing of the number of

gradation to the color value of a color table.

[0050] If the number of gradation is in agreement, in S149, the synthetic section 9 will

compound the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, and will be taken as one image data.

The composite approach is the same as that of the gestalt of the 1st operation of a ****.

[0051] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S150, the output

image gradation transducer 37 changes the compound image data into the number of
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gradation which suited the output device 11. The conversion approach of the number of

gradation is arbitrary. If the number of gradation of the image data compounded in the

synthetic section 9 suits an output device 11, it is not necessary to change the number of

gradation by the output image gradation transducer 37. And in S151, an output device 11

forms and outputs an image based on image data.

[0052] Thus, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data which were inputted have

the same number of gradation, transform processing of the excessive number of gradation

can be excluded, and the whole processing speed can be raised. Since transform processing

of the number of gradation is performed when the numbers of gradation differ, it becomes

impossible of course, to compound image data.

[0053] Drawing 9 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 4th of the

image processing system of this invention. Since the sign in drawing is the same as that of

drawing 1 , drawing 5 , and drawing 7 and each configuration is the same as that of the

gestalt of the above-mentioned 1st thru/or the 3rd operation, explanation is omitted here.

[0054] The example shows the example which treats three, resolution, a color space, and

the number of gradation, as image structure with the gestalt of this 4th operation. Here, it

carries out if needed in order of resolution transform processing, color space conversion

processing, and gradation transform processing. That is, the 1st image data inputted into

the input section 1 is passed to the 1st image resolution recognition section 2, the 1st

image color space recognition section 21, the number recognition section 31 of the 1st

image gradation, and the expanding section 4. Moreover, the 2nd image data is passed to

the 2nd image resolution recognition section 3, the 2nd image color space recognition

section 22, the number recognition section 32 of the 2nd image gradation, and the

expanding section 4. The 1st image data and the 2nd image data which are outputted from

the expanding section 4 are passed to the resolution conversion selection section 6, and are

directly passed to the color space conversion selection section 24 through the 1st image

resolution transducer 7 and the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 according to the

judgment result of the resolution coincidence judging section 5, without minding. The color

space conversion selection section 24 is directly passed to the grayscale-conversion

selection section 34 according to the judgment result of the color space coincidence judging

section 23, without minding the 1st image data and the 2nd image data through the 1st

image color space conversion section 25 and the 2nd image color space conversion section

26. The grayscale-conversion selection section 34 is directly passed to the synthetic section

9 according to the judgment result of the gradation coincidence judging section 33, without

minding the 1st image data and the 2nd image data through the 1st image gradation

transducer 35 and the 2nd image gradation transducer 36.

[0055] When outputting to an output device 11, the image data compounded in the

synthetic section 9 is outputted to an output device 1 1 through the output image resolution

transducer 10, the output image color space conversion section 27, and the output image

gradation transducer 37.

[0056] Drawing 10 and drawing 11 are flow charts which show an example of the actuation
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in the gestalt of operation of the 4th of the image processing system of this invention. In

S161, the 1st image data and the 2nd image data are first inputted into the input section 1.

In S162, the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution

recognition section 3 recognize the resolution of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data,

respectively. Moreover, in S163, the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the

2nd image color space recognition section 32 recognize the color space of the 1st image data

and the 2nd image data, respectively. Furthermore in S164, the 1st image gradation

recognition section 31 and the 2nd image gradation recognition section 32 recognize the

number of gradation of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

Recognition of image structures, such as such resolution, a color space, and the number of

gradation, extracts the information about such image structures from the header unit etc.,

when it is inputted in the image data format to which the header unit as image data

showed to drawing 3 was added and the information about such image structures is

inserted in the header unit in it etc. When the information about such image structures

does not exist, the specific image structure defined beforehand may be adopted.

[0057] When the image is compressed, in S165, the expanding section 4 elongates the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, respectively.

[0058] In S166, the resolution coincidence judging section 5 measures the resolution which

the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution recognition

section 3 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When resolution is in

agreement, it progresses to S168 from S167, and the resolution conversion selection section

6 is set up so that resolution may not be changed to the 1st image data and the 2nd image

data.

[0059] When resolution is not in agreement, it progresses to S169 from S167, and the

resolution conversion selection section 6 is set up so that the resolution of the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S170, using the resolution which the

1st image resolution transducer 7 and the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 have

recognized in the 1st image resolution recognition section 2 and the 2nd image resolution

recognition section 3, respectively, it changes so that both resolution may become the same.

The approach of making resolution in agreement, the approach of resolution conversion,

etc. are the same as that of the gestalt of the 1st operation of a ****.

[0060] Next, in S171, the color space coincidence judging section 23 compares the color

space which the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space

recognition section 22 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When a color

space is in agreement, it progresses to S173 from S172, and the color space conversion

selection section 24 is set up so that a color space may not be changed to the 1st image data

and the 2nd image data.

[0061] When a color space is not in agreement, it progresses to S174 from S172, and the

color space conversion selection section 24 is set up so that the color space of the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S175, using the color space which the

1st image color space conversion section 25 and the 2nd image color space conversion
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section 26 have recognized in the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd

image color space recognition section 22, respectively, it changes so that both color space

may become the same. The approach of making a color space in agreement, the conversion

approach of a color space, etc. are the same as that of the gestalt of the 2nd operation of a
****

[0062] In S176, the gradation coincidence judging section 33 compares the number of

gradation which the 1st image gradation recognition section 31 and the 2nd image

gradation recognition section 32 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When
the number of gradation is in agreement, it progresses to S178 from S177, and the

gray-scale-conversion selection section 34 is set up so that the number of gradation may

not be changed to the 1st image data and the 2nd image data.

[0063] When the number of gradation is not in agreement, it progresses to S179 from S177,

and the grayscale-conversion selection section 34 is set up so that the number of gradation

of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S180, using the

number of gradation which the 1st image gradation transducer 35 and the 2nd image

gradation transducer 36 have recognized in the 1st image gradation recognition section 31

and the 2nd image gradation recognition section 32, respectively, it changes so that both

number of gradation may become the same. An approach, the gray-scale-conversion

approach, etc. of making the number of gradation in agreement are the same as that of the

gestalt of the 3rd operation of a ****.

[0064] If resolution, a color space, and the number of gradation are in agreement, in S181,

the synthetic section 9 will compound the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, and will

be taken as one image data. The composite approach is the same as that of the gestalt of

the 1st operation of a ****.

[0065] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S 182, the output

image resolution transducer 10 changes the compound image data into the resolution

which suited the output device 11. Moreover, in S183, the output image color space

conversion section 27 changes the compound image data into the color space which suited

the output device 11. Furthermore in S184, the output image gradation transducer 37

changes the compound image data into the number of gradation which suited the output

device 11. The resolution conversion approach, the color space conversion approach, and

the gray-scale-conversion approach are the same as that of the gestalt of the

above-mentioned 1st thru/or the 3rd operation. If the resolution of the image data

compounded in the synthetic section 9, color spaces, and all the all [ either or ] of gradation

suit an output device 11, it is not necessary to perform transform processing about the

suiting image structure. And in S185, an output device 11 forms and outputs an image

based on image data.

[0066] Thus, even when treating the image structure of two or more classes, when the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data which were inputted have the structure same about

each image structure, excessive transform processing can be excluded, and the whole

processing speed can be raised. Since transform processing is performed only about
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different image structure when image structures differ, it becomes impossible of course, to

compound ************.

[0067] In addition, although processed with the gestalt of this 4th operation in order of

resolution conversion, conversion of a color space, and gray scale conversion, the sequence

of processing may differ.

[0068] Drawing 12 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 5th of the

image processing system of this invention. Among drawing, the same sign is given to the

same part as drawing 5 , and explanation is omitted. As for the input section and 42, 41 is

[ the expanding section and 43 ] the synthetic sections. In addition to the gestalt of the 2nd

operation of a ****, the select data for choosing either the 1st image data or the 2nd image

data is inputted further, and the gestalt of this 5th operation performs processing which

compounds an image based on it.

[0069] The input section 41 receives select data with the 1st image data and the 2nd image

data. The expanding section 42 also performs expanding of select data with the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data. The synthetic section 43 chooses the 1st image data or the

2nd image data based on select data, determines the pixel value after composition, and

compounds an image.

[0070] Drawing 13 is an explanatory view of the example of image data inputted in the

gestalt of operation of the 5th of the image processing system of this invention. By the

image shown in drawing 13 (A), the Japanese map of halftone is drawn with the alphabetic

character "JAPAN." Moreover, it is drawn by the color from which an alphabetic character

"JAPAN" differs for every alphabetic character. It is dissociated and inputted into three

data shown in drawing 13 (B), (C), and (D) in case such an image is inputted into the input

section 41. The data shown in drawing 13 (B) are data in which an alphabetic character or

the color information on a line drawing is shown, and the color information on an

alphabetic character "JAPAN" is separated. Moreover, the data shown in drawing 1313 (D)

are data in which halftone information is shown, and the Japanese map is separated. The

data shown in drawing 13 (C) are data which choose either of the data shown in the data

shown in drawing 13 (B), or drawing 13 R> 3 (D). In this example, the alphabetic character

shown in drawing 13 (B) in the part shown black on account of illustration or the color

information on a line drawing shall be chosen, and the halftone information shown in

drawing 13 (D) shall be chosen in the part shown white. In the select data shown in

drawing 13 (C), the configuration of an alphabetic character or a line drawing is included

as it is.

[0071] Thus, about the data which include an alphabetic character or the color information

on a line drawing by separating the image, since the configuration of an alphabetic

character or a line drawing is not included while a full color image must be treated, high

compression is possible, without reducing image quality. Moreover, although the detailed

configuration of an alphabetic character or a line drawing is included, even if select data

performs reversible processing, high compression is possible [ binary data are sufficient as

it in order just to choose either data of drawing 13 R> 3 (B) and drawing 13 (D), for
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example in this example, for example, ] for it. furthermore, also about data including

halftone information, since processing which was suitable for the halftone part, without

being influenced by the alphabetic character part etc. can be performed, compression

acquires image quality, without making it deteriorate not much, and it comes out.

Therefore, it can transmit or save, without improving compressibility, while reducing the

amount of data as the whole image data, and degrading image quality not much.

[0072] In addition, it is arbitrary with any the 1st image data and the 2nd image data shall

deal between data including an alphabetic character or the color information on a line

drawing and data including halftone information. Moreover, although above-mentioned

explanation explained that select data could be used as binary data, it depends using

Boolean algebra or arithmetic operation, using not only this but select data as two or more

bits, and is good also as possible in the synthetic processing using complicated processing.

[0073] Thus, since it does not have the information on a color about select data when three

separated data are inputted, a color space is meaningless as image structure. Therefore, in

the configuration shown in drawing 12 , color space processing to select data is not

performed.

[0074] In addition, also in the example of image data shown in drawling 13 , various

deformation, such as dividing into a photograph part and the part of CG (computer

graphic) image further the data which include halftone information, for example, and

separating into four data as a result, is possible.

[0075] Moreover, as for select data, it is desirable for resolution to be high if possible in

order to hold the profile of an alphabetic character or a line drawing in this example, but

when using select data as data only for distinguishing the field of an alphabetic character

or a line drawing, and the field of a pattern, you may have select data for every several

pixel or predetermined field.

[0076] Drawing 14 is the explanatory view of another example of a graphics format. It can

input as data gathered in the predetermined graphics format to which the header unit etc.

was added also in the image data divided into the select data with the 1st image data and

the 2nd image data. As an example of the graphics format containing select data, as shown

in drawing 14 (A), a header unit can be added and it can consider as the configuration

which arranges each data compressed following the header unit. In this case, the

information about the image structure of select data can also be inserted in a header unit.

[0077] In the graphics format shown in drawing 14 (B), it is considering as the format

which added the header for each data to each compressed data, and added the whole

header unit further. In this case, the information about the image structure of select data

can be inserted in the header added to the compressed data of select data, or a common

header unit.

[0078] The graphics format shown in drawing 14 (C) is a format which added the header

unit to each compressed data, respectively. In this case, the information about the image

structure of select data can be inserted in a corresponding header unit.

[0079] Drawing 15 is a flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of
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operation of the 5th of the image processing system of this invention. In S191, the 1st

image data, the 2nd image data, and select data are first inputted into the input section 41.

In S192, the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space

recognition section 22 recognize the color space of the 1st image data and the 2nd image

data, respectively. Recognition of a color space extracts the information about a color space

from the header unit etc., when it is inputted in the image data format to which the header

unit as image data showed to drawing 14 was added and the information about a color

space is inserted in the header unit in it etc. When the information about a color space does

not exist, the specific color space appointed beforehand may be adopted.

[0080] When the image is compressed, in S193, the expanding section 42 elongates the 1st

image data, the 2nd image data, and select data, respectively.

[0081] In S194, the color space coincidence judging section 23 compares the color space

which the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd image color space

recognition section 22 have recognized, and judges whether it is the same. When a color

space is in agreement, it progresses to S196 from S195, and the color space conversion

selection section 24 is set up so that a color space may not be changed to the 1st image data

and the 2nd image data.

[0082] When a color space is not in agreement, it progresses to S197 from S195, and the

color space conversion selection section 24 is set up so that the color space of the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data may be changed. And in S198, using the color space which the

1st image color space conversion section 25 and the 2nd image color space conversion

section 26 have recognized in the 1st image color space recognition section 21 and the 2nd

image color space recognition section 22, respectively, it changes so that both color space

may become the same. The color space after the conversion approach of a color space or

conversion etc. is the same as that of the gestalt of the 2nd operation of a ****.

[0083] If a color space is in agreement, in S199, the synthetic section 43 will compound the

1st image data and the 2nd image data based on select data, and will be taken as one

image data. When select data is 0 and it is the 1st image data and 1, specifically, an image

can be compounded by choosing the 2nd image data. Or the reverse logic is sufficient.

Moreover, synthetic processings using more complicated processing, such as Boolean

algebra and arithmetic operation, may be performed.

[0084] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S200, the output

image color space conversion section 27 changes the compound image data into the color

space which suited the output device 11. The conversion approach of a color space is

arbitrary. If the color space of the image data compounded in the synthetic section 43 suits

an output device 11, it is not necessary to change a color space in the output image color

space conversion section 27. And in S201, an output device 11 forms and outputs an image

based on image data.

[0085] Thus, when the 1st image data and the 2nd image data which were inputted when

selection of a pixel and the decision of a synthetic approach were made by select data have

the same color space, transform processing of an excessive color space can be excluded, and
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the whole processing speed can be raised. Since transform processing of a color space is

performed when color spaces differ, it becomes impossible of course, to compound image

data.

[0086] Moreover, although it was specified as the color space as image structure and the

gestalt of this 5th operation explained, transform processing as occasion demands can be

performed by applying the configuration same also about the number of gradation as the

gestalt of the 3rd operation of a ****, for example.

[0087] Drawing 16 is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 6th of the

image processing system of this invention. Among drawing, the same sign is given to the

same part as drawing 1 and drawing 12 R> 2, and explanation is omitted. For 51, as for the

resolution coincidence judging section and 53, the select data resolution recognition section

and 52 are [ the resolution conversion selection section and 54 ] select data resolution

transducers. Also in the gestalt of this 6th operation, like the gestalt of the 5th operation of

a ****, the select data for choosing either the 1st image data or the 2nd image data is

inputted further, and performs processing which compounds an image based on it. As

explained in drawing 13 , select data has data for every every pixel, several pixel, or

predetermined field. Therefore, it has resolution as image structure and may differ from

other data also about the resolution of this select data. When performing resolution

conversion like the gestalt of the 1st operation of a **** as one of the image structural

transition, it is necessary to perform resolution conversion not only about the 1st image

data and the 2nd image data but about select data.

[0088] The select data resolution recognition section 51 recognizes the resolution of select

data. The resolution coincidence judging section 52 judges whether the resolution of the 1st

image data, the 2nd image data, and select data is in agreement. At this time, you may

constitute so that it may judge whether the resolution at the time of composition is

received and the resolution of the data of a gap differs. The resolution conversion selection

section 53 chooses whether resolution conversion is performed also about select data with

the 1st image data and the 2nd image data, or resolution conversion is skipped according

to the judgment result by the resolution coincidence judging section 52. At this time, it

chooses whether resolution conversion is performed about all three data, and also

resolution conversion may be skipped only about one or two, and you may choose so that

resolution conversion may be performed about other data. The select data resolution

transducer 54 performs resolution transform processing to select data, when performing

resolution conversion to select data in the resolution conversion selection section 53 is

chosen.

[0089] As explained in drawing 13 , select data may be taken as the data which save

appearances, such as an alphabetic character. In that case, high resolution is needed for

select data. Therefore, it is possible to carry out resolution conversion so that the

resolution at the time of composition may be set up as resolution of select data and the

resolution of the 1st image data and the 2nd image data may be doubled with the

resolution of select data. In this case, since it is not necessary to perform resolution
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conversion to select data, it can constitute, without forming the select data resolution

transducer 54.

[0090] Drawing 17 is a flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 6th of the image processing system of this invention. In S211, the 1st

image data, the 2nd image data, and select data are first inputted into the input section 41.

In S212, the select data resolution recognition section 51, the 1st image resolution

recognition section 2, and the 2nd image resolution recognition section 3 recognize the

resolution of select data, the 1st image data, and the 2nd image data, respectively.

Recognition of resolution extracts the information about resolution from the header unit

etc., when it is inputted in the image data format to which the header unit as image data

showed to drawing 14 was added and the information about resolution is inserted in the

header unit in it etc. When the information about resolution does not exist, it may extract

from the number of pixels of each data etc., or the specific resolution defined beforehand

may be adopted.

[0091] When the image is compressed, in S213, the expanding section 42 elongates the 1st

image data, the 2nd image data, and select data, respectively.

[0092] In S214, the resolution coincidence judging section 52 measures the resolution

which the select data resolution recognition section 51, the 1st image resolution

recognition section 2, and the 2nd image resolution recognition section 3 have recognized,

and judges whether it is altogether the same. When all resolution is in agreement, it

progresses to S216 from S215, and the resolution conversion selection section 24 is set up

so that resolution may not be changed to select data, the 1st image data, and the 2nd

image data.

[0093] When the data whose resolution does not correspond exist, it progresses to S217

from S215, and the resolution conversion selection section 53 is set up so that resolution

conversion may be performed about the data which need resolution conversion among

select data, the 1st image data, and the 2nd image data. And in S218, using the resolution

recognized in the select data resolution recognition section 51, the 1st image resolution

recognition section 2, and the 2nd image resolution recognition section 3, the select data

resolution transducer 54 set up so that resolution conversion might be performed, the 1st

image resolution transducer 7, and the 2nd image resolution transducer 8 change,

respectively so that the resolution of three data may become the same. The resolution after

the conversion approach of resolution or conversion etc. is the same as that of the gestalt of

the 1st operation of a

[0094] If resolution is in agreement, in S219, the synthetic section 43 will compound the

1st image data and the 2nd image data based on select data, and will be taken as one

image data. The synthetic approach is the same as that of the gestalt of the 5th operation

of a****.

[0095] In outputting the compound image data to an output device 11, in S220, the output

image resolution transducer 10 changes the compound image data into the resolution

which suited the output device 11. The conversion approach of resolution is arbitrary. If
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the resolution of the image data compounded in the synthetic section 43 suits an output

device 11, it is not necessary to change resolution by the output image resolution

transducer 10. And in S221, an output device 11 forms and outputs an image based on

image data.

[0096] Thus, select data can be used, when the 1st image data inputted when image

structure was resolution, the 2nd image data, and select data have the same resolution,

transform processing of excessive resolution can be excluded, and the whole processing

speed can be raised. Since transform processing of resolution is performed when resolution

differs, it becomes impossible of course, to compound image data.

[0097] With the gestalt of the above-mentioned 5th and the 6th operation, when select data

was used, the example which performs transform processing if needed only about one

image structures, such as a color space and resolution, was shown. As the gestalt of the 4th

operation of a **** showed, for example, resolution, a color space, the number of gradation,

etc. can perform transform processing about two or more image structures if needed, and

when using select data, they can be constituted so that it may compound, after image

structure has been in agreement.

[0098] In the gestalt of each above-mentioned operation, in surely outputting an image

from an output device 11, in case it judges coincidence of the image structure of each data,

it can also constitute so that coincidence with the image structure of an output device 11

and the image structure of each data is judged, image structure transform processing may

be performed to the image structure of an output device 11 when all are not in agreement,

and synthetic processing may be performed. When the image structure of each data is in

agreement with the image structure of an output device 11 also in this case, image

structure transform processing can be skipped and improvement in the speed can be

attained as a whole. In addition, transform processing of the image structure over the

image data after composition becomes unnecessary in this case.

[0099] Moreover, although the transform processing was performed before composition

about the image structure of each data if needed with the gestalt of each above-mentioned

operation, there is a thing with it better [ to carry out before composition also about

processing peculiar to an output device 11 ]. For example, although it is necessary to

perform screen treatment according to the property of an output device 11, the direction

which performed processing which is different in an alphabetic character part and pattern

parts, such as a photograph, may raise image quality. In such a case, you may constitute so

that it may carry out before compounding processing peculiar to an output device 11.

[0100] Next, the application of the gestalt of each above-mentioned operation is explained.

Here, the case where image data communicates through a network as an example is shown.

The block diagram showing an example of the network system with which drawing 18

contains the image processing system of this invention, and drawing 19 are the block

diagrams showing an example of an image communication device, the inside of drawing,

and 61-63 - pictorial communication equipment and 64 an image file server and 65 - a

personal computer and 66 a network and 71 - the scanner section and 72 for the image
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restoration processing section and 75, as for the transceiver section and 77, a control

section and 76 are [ the processing section and 73 / the image separation processing section

and 74 / the printer section and 78 ] control units, drawing 18 - being shown - a system -

an example - **** a picture input device - and - an image — an output unit - containing

*• three - a set - an image - a communication device - 61 - 63 - inputting - having had -

image data - two or more " accumulating - an image - a file server - 64 " and " a display

unit - having had " a personal computer - (" PC ") " 65 " a network " 66 connecting -

having - ****
. Of course, other various equipments may be connected to the network 66.

Moreover, you may connect with other devices or other networks through a public line.

[0101] As shown in drawing 2 , it separates into two data, or as shown in drawing 13 , it

separates into three data, and the image data by which is read in the scanner of each

image communication device, and a transmitting output is carried out is outputted in a

graphics format as shown in drawing 3 or drawing 14 . At this time, the image structure of

each data is determined as arbitration on account of a transmitting side. In a receiving side,

the image structure of each data described by the header unit of the image data which

received etc. is investigated, and after changing image structure to each data so that an

image can be compounded from two or three data, synthetic processing is performed.

[0102] The image communication devices 61*63 have the scanner section 71, the processing

section 72, the transceiver section 76, the printer section 77, and a control unit 78, as

shown in drawing 19 . The scanner section 7 1 reads a manuscript. The processing section

72 the image data read in the scanner section 71 Two, the 1st image data and the 2nd

image data Or the image separation processing section 73 which separates into three data

which added the select data to them, performs transform processing and compression

processing of image structure, and is outputted to the transceiver section 76, The image

data divided into two or three data which were received in the transceiver section 76 is

compounded to one. It consists of control sections 75 which process the motion control of

the image restoration processing section 74 which restores to the original image and is

outputted to the printer section 77, and each part, a setup of a processing parameter, etc.

The transceiver section 76 receives the image data which transmitted image data to other

pictorial communication equipments, the image file server 64, a personal computer 65, etc.

by the network 66 course, and has been transmitted by the network 66 course from other

pictorial communication equipments, or the image file server 64 and a personal computer

65. The printer section 77 records and outputs the image data compounded and restored to

recorded media. A control unit 78 is a user interface for a user to operate pictorial

communication equipment.

[0103] An image processing system of this invention which was explained with the gestalt

of the above-mentioned 1st thru/or the 6th operation is carried in a part of image

restoration processing section 74 of the pictorial communication equipments 61-63, and

processing section 75. Moreover, also in a personal computer 65, the image processing

system of this invention can be carried as a configuration at the time of outputting the

received image to a display. In addition, as an output device 11 in the gestalt of each
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operation, the printer section 77, the display of a personal computer 65, etc. correspond in

this example.

[0104] With the configuration shown in drawing 18 , the resolution of the scanner section

whose image communication devices 61-63 and personal computer 65 which were

connected to the network 66 are an I/O device, respectively, a printer, and a display differs.

Moreover, on the scanner section or a display, for example, a RGB color space is used, for

example as a color space, and YMC and a YMCK color space are used by the printer.

Furthermore, it may differ about the number of gradation, or other image structures. Thus,

when transmitting image data between the equipment of a different specification,

conversion of image structure is needed by the transmitting side or the receiving side.

Moreover, with this configuration, a network 66 top is transmitted to image data. In order

to reduce communication link cost at this time, it is desirable that it can transmit as

efficiently as possible. For that purpose, various kinds of transform processing by the

transmitting side will be performed, and the amount of data will be reduced and

transmitted. However, it is not desirable at this time to degrade image quality extremely,

therefore - for example, as shown in above-mentioned drawing 2 and above-mentioned

drawing 13 , it can separate into two or more data, and reduction of the amount of data and

degradation prevention of image quality can be reconciled by performing optimal

processing for every data.

[0105] As shown in drawing 2 or drawing 13 as mentioned above, it separates into two or

more data, and the transmitting output of the image data read in the scanner of each

image communication devices 61*63 is carried out through a network 66 in a graphics

format as shown in drawing 3 or drawing 1414 . At this time, the image structure of each

data is determined as arbitration on account of the transmitting side. In a receiving side,

the image data which has various image structures and which received must be

compounded correctly, and must be outputted. What is necessary is just to perform

processing of the receiving side at this time using the image processing system of this

invention. That is, the image structure information on each data described by the header

unit, for example is investigated from the image data which received, and synthetic

processing is performed, after performing conversion about various image structures, such

as a color space, the number of gradation, etc. of the resolution of each data, and the 1st

image data and the 2nd image data, so that it can compound. Even if it is the image data

created with which image communication devices 61-63, it is always correctly

compoundable with this. Furthermore, if it outputs to an output device after performing

transform processing before and after composition from output devices, such as a printer

and a display, so that an output may be possible, an image can be outputted from an

output device by good image quality.

[0106] In addition, the configuration shown in drawing 18 is an example, and can apply

this invention in various configurations. Even if it is not a system using a public line or a

network, it can apply, also when performing the communication link between the

equipment connected to 1 to 1, for example. Moreover, even if it is one computer to which
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the mass disk unit was connected, in case the image data stored in two or more data by

dissociating is read, the image processing system of this invention can be applied.

[0107]

[Effect of the Invention] Since according to this invention image structure is made in

agreement and compounded about the image data inputted into the 1st image data, the

2nd image data, or the select data that chooses either the 1st image data or the 2nd image

data in addition to it by dissociating so that clearly from the above explanation, it can

compound correctly and can output. While being able to suppress degradation of image

quality by performing the optimal transform processing for each data by this, the amount

of data is reducible. Moreover, an image can be reproduced correctly, enabling saving of

storage capacity and maintaining high definition, when enabling transmission of a more

nearly high-speed image when transmitting image data, and accumulating image data.

Since transform processing of unnecessary image structure is excluded when the image

structure of each data is the same in case the image structure of each data is made in

agreement, it is effective in the ability to raise the whole processing speed.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 1st of the image

processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the explanatory view of the example of image data inputted in the gestalt

of operation of the 1st of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the explanatory view of an example of a graphics format.

[Drawing 4] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 1st of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 2nd of the image

processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 2nd of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 3rd of the image

processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 3rd of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 4th of the image

processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 10] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 4th of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 11] It is the flow chart (continuation) which shows an example of the actuation in

the gestalt of operation of the 4th of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 12] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 5th of the
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image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 13] It is the explanatory view of the example of image data inputted in the

gestalt of operation of the 5th of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 14] It is the explanatory view of another example of a graphics format.

[Drawing 15] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 5th of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 16] It is the block diagram showing the gestalt of operation of the 6th of the

image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 17] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the actuation in the gestalt of

operation of the 6th of the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 18] It is the block diagram showing an example of the network system containing

the image processing system of this invention.

[Drawing 19] It is the block diagram showing an example of pictorial communication

equipment.

[Description of Notations]

1 - The input section, 2 - The 1st image resolution recognition section, 3 " The 2nd image

resolution recognition section, 4 [ — The 1st image resolution transducer, ] - The

expanding section, 5 " The resolution coincidence judging section, 6 — The resolution

conversion selection section, 7 8" The 2nd image resolution transducer, 9 - The synthetic

section, 10 - Output image resolution transducer, 11 - An output device, 21 - The 1st

image color space recognition section, 22 - The 2nd image color space recognition section,

23 " The color space coincidence judging section, 24 - The color space conversion selection

section, 25 - The 1st image color space conversion section, 26 - The 2nd image color space

conversion section, 27 — The output image color space conversion section, 31 — The 1st

image gradation recognition section, 32 " The 2nd image gradation recognition section, 33

- The gradation coincidence judging section, 34 Gray-scale-conversion selection section,

35 - The 1st image gradation transducer, 36 - The 2nd image gradation transducer, 37 -

Output image gradation transducer, 41 [ Select data resolution recognition section, ]
—

The input section, 42 - The expanding section, 43 " The synthetic section, 51 52 The

resolution coincidence judging section, 53 - The resolution conversion selection section, 54

- Select data resolution transducer, 61-63 [ - A network, 71 / - The scanner section, 72 /
-

The processing section, 73 / - The image separation processing section, 74 / - The image

restoration processing section, 75 / " A control section, 76 / - The transceiver section, 77 /
-

The printer section, 78 / - Control unit. ] - Pictorial communication equipment, 64 - An

image file server, 65 - A personal computer, 66

[Translation done.]
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